Cedar Hill Park - Management Plan

SurveyMonkey

Q1 How did you hear about this survey?
Answered: 884

Skipped: 14
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Sign in the park

11.43%

101

Notice delivered to your home

13.69%

121

Email notice

24.77%

219

Saanich Parks website

6.79%

60

Attendance at Open House

6.90%

61

Social media (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram)

29.07%

257

Word of mouth

22.96%

203

What other mode did you hear about this surveY?

8.82%

78

Total Respondents: 884
#

WHAT OTHER MODE DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THIS SURVEY?

DATE

1

email from a friend

6/20/2019 9:41 PM

2

A neighbour

6/11/2019 5:30 AM

3

school presentation

6/10/2019 12:55 PM

4

presentation in class by Chris Filler

6/10/2019 12:55 PM

5

At school

6/10/2019 12:53 PM

6

A guy came to my class and told us about it.

6/10/2019 12:53 PM

7

Chris

6/10/2019 12:36 PM

8

Presentation

6/10/2019 12:34 PM

9

Chris, the parks and rec guy. He came to our class at reynolds to promote us to raise our voices
about our community

6/10/2019 12:34 PM

10

School

6/10/2019 12:32 PM

11

Class discussion

6/10/2019 12:32 PM

12

Quadra cedar hill community association

6/10/2019 8:24 AM

13

member of "Cedar Hill Park" Society

6/6/2019 1:50 PM

14

Facebook

6/6/2019 11:18 AM

15

Community association

6/5/2019 3:42 PM

16

As a member of the Quadra Cedar Hill Community Association

6/4/2019 7:28 PM

17

Through a friend

6/4/2019 9:40 AM

18

receptionist chris at saanich commonwealth place

6/3/2019 1:00 PM

19

friends of cedar hill park

6/3/2019 12:25 PM

20

Walking group

6/3/2019 8:54 AM

21

Forwarded email from fellow dog walker

6/2/2019 11:50 AM

22

Friends of Cedar Hill

5/31/2019 4:18 PM

23

Community Associations (SCAN)

5/31/2019 3:17 PM

24

sent by my brother-in-law because I live near the golf course & often walk the chip trail

5/30/2019 3:08 PM

25

"Saanich Parks and Recreation Matters" listserve

5/30/2019 12:46 PM
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26

Sent by a friend

5/30/2019 10:40 AM

27

from Board member of Mount Tolmie Community Association

5/30/2019 10:18 AM

28

Saanich newspaper

5/30/2019 7:35 AM

29

The Cedar Hill Golf Club passed the survey onto its members

5/28/2019 12:51 PM

30

Cedar Hill Golf Club

5/27/2019 6:18 PM

31

I attended the open house

5/27/2019 6:14 PM

32

table at the rec centre

5/24/2019 8:42 AM

33

Newspaper

5/23/2019 10:27 AM

34

Quadra Cedar Hill Community Association

5/22/2019 11:08 AM

35

Oak Hill Strata Minutes

5/21/2019 9:00 PM

36

Gentlemen distributing leaflets on the walking trail

5/21/2019 10:38 AM

37

Flyer at golf club info incorrect!

5/21/2019 9:06 AM

38

forwarded from neighbour

5/19/2019 8:33 PM

39

via Quadra Cedar Hill Community Assn.

5/19/2019 7:00 PM

40

Saanich parks and rec newsletter

5/17/2019 2:13 PM

41

Saanich Parks and Recreation Matters e-newsletter

5/17/2019 1:52 PM

42

Through QCHCA

5/17/2019 1:17 PM

43

notice in news paper

5/17/2019 10:40 AM

44

Newspaper?

5/17/2019 9:21 AM

45

Saanich News May 2019

5/17/2019 9:15 AM

46

Camosun Community Association Board member

5/17/2019 8:48 AM

47

Letter from community association

5/17/2019 8:14 AM

48

Notice from QCHCA

5/16/2019 2:40 PM

49

Chatterblock

5/16/2019 7:39 AM

50

Saanich Park newsletter

5/16/2019 6:25 AM

51

Golf course management

5/16/2019 6:00 AM

52

A sign at the Nellie McClung library

5/15/2019 6:56 AM

53

notified by a neighbour -- e-mail

5/14/2019 8:57 PM

54

from Friends of CHP

5/13/2019 1:45 PM

55

Community notice board

5/13/2019 9:38 AM

56

quadra/cedar hill community association

5/13/2019 7:47 AM

57

News paper

5/10/2019 7:48 AM

58

from neighbor living near the Park

5/9/2019 4:16 PM

59

Flyer given to me while walking on the chip trail at the Park

5/9/2019 2:01 PM

60

a friend

5/9/2019 7:04 AM

61

quadra cedar hill community association

5/8/2019 8:35 PM

62

my sister told me about it. I did not receive a notice.

5/8/2019 4:38 PM

63

Via s.22

5/8/2019 3:53 PM

64

Quadra cedar hill community association

5/8/2019 9:25 AM

65

youth programmer at Saanich

5/8/2019 9:16 AM

66

heard their could be a bike park around town

5/7/2019 6:26 PM

67

employee email

5/7/2019 5:54 PM

68

OPEN HOUSE CARD

5/7/2019 2:10 PM

69

From my Daugter and a Friend

5/7/2019 7:33 AM

70

Quadra Cedar Hill Community Assoc.

5/6/2019 9:58 PM

71

VI Mtn Biking FB Group

5/6/2019 5:21 PM

72

From friend who attended the open house

5/6/2019 1:49 PM

73

Friends of Cedar Hill flyer

5/6/2019 11:23 AM

74

Greater Victoria Cycling Coaliation

5/6/2019 8:26 AM

75

Heard there had been a meeting so googled Saanich Cedar Hill park

5/6/2019 7:37 AM

76

notice delivered by local area residents

5/5/2019 12:17 PM

77

Last minute social media event - please promote consultation events earlier next time - social
media should get same notice that Neighbourhood Associations got. Thanks.

5/4/2019 11:14 PM

78

Board in the Cedar Hill Rec Centre cafe area.

5/4/2019 3:52 PM

post shared by Saanich Freeride Park
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Q2 Did you attend any public event(s) for the Cedar Hill Park Visioning in
Phase One (2017) which included the Ideas Fair, Stakeholder Workshop,
workshop at schools or booth in the park?
Answered: 877

Skipped: 21
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TOTAL

28
877
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Q3 Did you attend the Cedar Hill Park Management Plan Open House
held May 4, 2019?
Answered: 884

Skipped: 14
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Q4 Theme: (Info Board #4)Protection and Restoration of Sensitive
Ecosystems and Riparian AreasReach 17 – Tributary of Bowker Creek
(Info Board #8)Action Item: Develop a detailed plan for improvements to
sections of Reach 17, the creek located in the park and golf course. The
proposed improvements include the development of wetlands which will
increase habitat in the park and improve stormwater management.
Answered: 753

Skipped: 145
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TOTAL

753
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Q5 Theme: (Info Board #4)Protection and Restoration of Sensitive
Ecosystems and Riparian AreasReach 17 – Tributary of Bowker Creek
(Info Board #8)Action Item: Provide educational information about Reach
17 which could include interpretive signs and a viewing area.
Answered: 750

Skipped: 148
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TOTAL

750
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Q6 Theme: (Info Board #4)Protection and Restoration of Sensitive
Ecosystems and Riparian AreasKings Pond (Info Board #9)Action Item:
Complete an assessment of Kings Pond, to determine the level and cost
of restoration as well as make the viewing area accessible and include
interpretation signs and provide other public education opportunities.
Answered: 756

Skipped: 142
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TOTAL

47
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Q7 Theme: (Info Board #4)Protection and Restoration of Sensitive
Ecosystems and Riparian AreasNatural Areas Preservation and
RestorationAction Item: Natural Areas Management in Saanich Parks is
based on community volunteer efforts. Are you aware that community
volunteers are actively working with Saanich to remove invasive species
and help to restore natural areas in the park?
Answered: 763

Skipped: 135
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Q8 Theme: (Info Board #5)Connectivity and Mobility in the ParkParking
Lots and EntrancesAction Item: Develop plans to upgrade and improve
existing parking lots for storm drainage, aesthetics and functionality
including improving entrances to make them more identifiable as a park.
Answered: 752

Skipped: 146
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Q9 Theme: (Info Board #5)Connectivity and Mobility in the parkMulti-use
Trails (Info Board #10)Action Item: Make improvements to the Derby
Road east-west bicycle and pedestrian path so that it provides a clear
and safe route for all (cyclists, pedestrians, and golfers).
Answered: 761

Skipped: 137
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TOTAL

761
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Q10 Theme: (Info Board #5)Connectivity and Mobility in the parkMulti-use
Trails (Info Board #10)Action Item: Saanich Parks will review the
feasibility of a multi-use pathway connection in the north-east corner of
the park (Queensbury to Glacier), which was included in the approved
Active Transportation Plan (see map above).What level of priority do you
feel this is?
Answered: 753

Skipped: 145
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TOTAL

753
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Q11 Theme: (Info Board #5)Connectivity and Mobility in the
parkAccessible TrailsAction Item: Create an accessible, paved loop trail
near the Recreation Centre and ball fields, including having some viewing
opportunities with the creek (Reach 17).
Answered: 756

Skipped: 142
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Q12 Theme: (Info Board #5)Connectivity and Mobility in the
parkAccessible TrailsAction Item: Review the two steep trail sections
(north of Berwick Pond and area between McRae House and Recreation
Centre) and redesign the trail so that the slope is more manageable.
Answered: 757

Skipped: 141
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TOTAL

757
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Q13 Theme: (Info Board #6)Amenities for all ages – for play/exercise and
gatheringBaseball DiamondsAction Item: Improve the layout and
drainage of the two youth sized ball diamonds (finalize layout with
baseball community).
Answered: 681

Skipped: 217
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681
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Q14 Theme: (Info Board #6)Amenities for all ages – for play/exercise and
gatheringBenches and Picnic Tables Action Item: Identify good locations
for new picnic tables in the park. Grouping of 2-3 tables near the
recreation centre could be permitted for small activities or events such as
birthday parties.
Answered: 693

Skipped: 205
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Q15 Theme: (Info Board #6)Amenities for all ages – for play/exercise and
gatheringSocial SpacesAction Item: Ensure the upgraded baseball fields
behind the recreation centre could provide for multi-use activities such as
special events.
Answered: 693

Skipped: 205
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Q16 Theme: (Info Board #6)Amenities for all ages – for play/exercise and
gatheringYouth Activities for ages 12 to 18 (Info Board #11)Action Item:
Identify a suitable location in the park for a youth specific recreation area
for ages 12 to 18. This may include a bike skills course, parkour course,
etc…
Answered: 708

Skipped: 190
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Q17 Theme: (Info Board #6)Amenities for all ages – for play/exercise and
gatheringPlayground for Children under 12 (Info Board #12)Identify a
suitable location for a playground that can accommodate children aged 2
to 12. The playgrounds should be unique and different from traditional
playgrounds found in other local parks.
Answered: 698

Skipped: 200
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Q18 Theme: (Info Board #6)Amenities for all ages – for play/exercise and
gatheringOutdoor Exercise EquipmentIdentify a suitable location near the
existing recreation center for adult oriented outdoor exercise equipment.
Answered: 696

Skipped: 202
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Q19 Theme: (Info Board #6)Amenities for all ages – for play/exercise and
gatheringCommunity Orchard/GardenIdentify an appropriate location and
size for a community orchard in the park should an opportunity to partner
with a community group arise.
Answered: 696

Skipped: 202
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Q20 Options for Open Space (Info Board #13 & 14)Open Space near the
Recreation CentreIn the materials presented (online and at Open House)
we presented two options for the placement of the above mentioned
amenities in the open spaces near the recreation centre. Please select
which option appeals most to you:
Answered: 587

Skipped: 311
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Q21 Please indicate what made you answer the way you did. (100 words
max.)
Answered: 443

Skipped: 455

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I wish the park to be treated as an important natural environment where walkers prevail. If you
bike, walk your bike in areas. The nesting ducks, the wildlife corridor, the work of volunteers
needed to be upheld and respected. To spend time and money when we know that this park is
unique from others. Protect it! Work with the volunteers in a meaningful honest way. The natural
areas and open spaces are the most important attributes to the Park. Walking trails are the key
too. Any further bike travel can allow for bicyclists to dismount and walk their bike for the short
distances they need. Too many people have spend hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of
volunteer hours to protect this unique park. The ducks, the nesting ducks etc. need our protection.
From the time I have lived in this area, all documents, CRD, Advisory committees have shown the
importance of natural areas and need for protection.

6/25/2019 10:45 AM

2

The area for the Youth is too close to neighbours and it is a beautiful open space.

6/22/2019 1:41 PM

3

i like use of the hill for youth play elements.

6/22/2019 9:00 AM

4

I think the back field should be left natural or make a large community gathering spaces like for
having large outdoor concerts - its perfect

6/21/2019 9:33 PM

5

The golf course should be reduced in size to provide more park space for other uses. To 9 holes
or shorter holes

6/21/2019 6:42 PM

6

The community orchard./garden area looks good. I don't like the size of the baseball diamond
area.

6/21/2019 6:42 PM

7

More wetland/daylighted creek options, seems like a better use of the area overall with trails and
extra picnic areas. Scrap the extra parking, whichever plan you go with.

6/21/2019 1:43 PM

8

Ok with playground, but should be located where the old skate park is, NOT down from McCrae
house and behind the houses that back along there. Need to keep two baseball fields, not drop
down to one. The two bills are fine. If people want to avoid the hills, they can all the upper half of
the trails instead. Problem solved, and no money spent.

6/21/2019 1:15 PM

9

I like the location of the youth area below the macrae house better. I also prefer the community
orchard out front by the parking lot off of Finlayson. The boardwalk in option A puts the public at
risk of being struck by a golf ball.

6/21/2019 12:34 PM

10

I don't think the park specifically needs to have playgrounds, youth parks and outside exercise
equipment, but if all that is going to be added to the park then this is the best layout. The
playground can be seen from the ball diamonds, the orchard is in a suitable location and the youth
skills park is at the outer edge of the park instead of in the big field with Garry Oaks.

6/21/2019 10:46 AM

11

Prefer location of orchard below McCrae house and one of the picnic areas near orchard.

6/21/2019 9:42 AM

12

Better functional locations

6/21/2019 9:17 AM

13

Want the restoration area only shown in option B.

6/20/2019 11:08 PM

14

I think the slope below the McRae House should be left as is, perhaps even designated a heritage
slope similar to the lawn in front of the Young Building at Camosun, designated heritage. I am
supportive of a natural play area for young children but think both suggested areas are less than
optimal. Reading the survey results from after the Ideas Fair, it seemed the majority of
respondents wanted the Park left natural

6/20/2019 10:27 PM

15

I prefer to see the focus on nature not play equipment, There are many places for young children
to play, but less areas for 12-18 year olds to hangout. In my opinion, bike paths are vital for our
environment.

6/20/2019 9:47 PM

16

Visually when walking the trail I think the placement of the community orchard and the 12-18y
youth are better in Option A.

6/20/2019 1:46 PM

17

I like that the adult outdoor exercise space is near the child under 12 playground so parents can
workout while keeping an eye on their little ones. I also liked the shape of the child pmayground
better - more visibility. I liked the youth playground shape it could mean something bigger like a
bike trail or skate park could be added.

6/20/2019 1:22 PM

18

I do not support a youth skate/bike park due to its attraction for/to youths who may use the place
simply to loiter, drink, smoke, or exchange drugs, BUT if the community as a whole does support a
youth park, I think it is best to situate it near the North Dairy Road access point (option A) because
it will be closest to already existing street noise, where it will be less disturbing to the residential
areas on the east side of the park (option B), and will be easier to access due to its proximity to the
Cedar Hill - North Dairy Road intersection.

6/20/2019 12:26 PM

19

I could picture it better. Looked like it flowed well from.space to space.

6/19/2019 11:55 PM

20

Option B places the orchard near the chip trail, and provides separation of the youth area from the
chip trail. The trail is used my many as a nature walk and B better preserves that aesthetic.

6/19/2019 11:09 PM

21

I am concerned about the loss of the green areas behind the Rec centre to manufactured
play/exercise areas. I think a more natural use for the area could be found and would be better for
the environment and for our community. I like the community orchard idea and the development of
the wetland. Picnic tables are fine but please do not install playgrounds or parcour areas. Having a
pleasant beautiful natural spot to gather would be a much better community builder while helping
to keep natural areas that we so need in our urbanized world. Thank you.

6/19/2019 8:15 PM
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22

I am strongly inclined in my beliefs that it woul dbe beneficial to have a larger youth area, orchard,
and picnic area.

6/19/2019 6:53 PM

23

Flow seems better

6/19/2019 6:50 PM

24

Just more logical

6/19/2019 2:01 PM

25

I BELIEVE THAT THE PARK SHOULD UNDERTAKE CHANGES THAT IT CAN EXCEL AT.
KEEP EASILY MAINTAINABLE. FOCUS ON NATURE AND SIMPLICITY FOR SINGLE USERS
AND FAMILIES. TRY NOT TO BE EVERYTHING TO EVERYONE IN THIS ONE VERY SPECIAL
PARK. SUGGEST LIMITING THE TOTAL NUMBER OF USES AND FOCUS ON: 1.
MAINTAINING A GOOD PUBLIC GOLF COURSE, 2. PROVIDING SAFE USEABLE
WALKING/RUNNING PATH FOR ALL AGES (MUMS & DADS WITH STROLLERS, TODDLERS,
SCHOOL KIDS, SENIORS WITH OR WITHOUT CANES, AND IN-BETWEENERS) 3. ADD SOME
SIMPLE APPEALING OUTDOOR OPTIONS LOCATED CLOSE BY THE REC CENTRE AND
SOUTH PARKING LOTS. 4. LOCATE NEW ACTIVITIES/IMPROVEMENTS SOUTHWARD TO
LIMIT THE IMPACT OF MORE CARS PARKING ON THE NEIGHBOURING RESIDENTIAL AREA
STREETS

6/19/2019 1:03 PM

26

Option A should be reworked. The playground area should be on top where the exercise area is
beside where the picnic area is located...this is a logical choice for families (as well as a safety
issue)...the exercise area should be switched to where the rec. centre space is located. Option B,
re: youth area on hillside is definitely out...the hillside below Mcrae could be a seniors rose
garden...with picnic and playground this would create a wonderful extended family area...hillside
could also be community vegetable plots or a natural orchard/garden featuring native species

6/19/2019 8:17 AM

27

The plans appear to reflect a need to "fill" the areasame with built things for 'recreational'
purposes. I see a huge need, and a lovely opportunity in the environ known as Cedar Hill Park for
wild space, for long views, for non-built habitat. I wonder if this is a pre-occupation of people from
a 'recreation' view. This park is best loved as a semi-wild feeling place to walk with considerable
wildlife habitat. Few other parks in the urban crd offer what Cedar Hill does! Restore habitat. We
will need it in the future.

6/18/2019 10:36 PM

28

The plan is too focused on building new infrastructure. The baseball diamonds are rarely used.
There is little natural area left in this part of Saanich. Its fun to picnic on a blanket, you don't need
benches and pavement. There are 4 kids playgrounds within walking distance of the Park. Focus
on restoring natural areas like Gary Oak meadows, including field below McRae House which
could include some orchard trees to add an old farm theme. Restoring Reach 17 wetland may
mean only one ball park. Keep it minimal, retaining walls just mean more disruption. Leave hard
surfaced areas to outside the park.

6/18/2019 8:48 PM

29

Most of the ideas are inclusive and accessible :)

6/18/2019 7:42 PM

30

would like an adult size ball diamond.

6/18/2019 7:30 PM

31

These suggestions are largely about ways to spend money. Natural spaces do not need
"upgrading." A ball park is fine, but please do not look to add ways of spending money. Some
financial prudence and restraint would be appreciated.

6/18/2019 4:49 PM

32

Option B leaves more room for expansion of Bowker Creek wetlands and for widening regrading
the streambanks to allow for more water retention of stormwater and for a more naturally
meandering stream. Befefits are: 1. more sustainable stream flows of creek with more moderate,
consistent flow year-round, even with climate change. 2. more water infiltration into soil, for more
consistent flow & temperature & quality downstream. 3. Greater biodiversity in the park, particularly
bird diversity but also aquatic habitat. Before farming era, Saanich had extensive wetlands along
the creek. Let's take this rare opportunity to restore & expand wetland along Bowker Creek.
People will love it for centuries.

6/18/2019 3:23 PM

33

Preference for less soft ball space and more natural areas

6/18/2019 3:09 PM

34

There are several things presented in each option that I do not like - an orchard requires care and
attention, don't see that happening; kids on bikes would be a big hazard to people and joggers on
trails; size of baseball diamonds just fine as is; children's play area might be a good idea but does
it need to be a designed, imposed structure or could it not be an area set aside for kids to use as
they wish. Good ideas include picnic area,

6/18/2019 2:45 PM

35

I strongly support protecting the natural areas in the park as there are so few of these left. There
are plenty of exercise, bike and picnic areas in Saanich, let's protect our wetlands, Gary Oak areas
and meadow.

6/18/2019 1:41 PM

36

Both options negatively impact green space, reduce prospects for restoration and ruin the beautiful
vista in CHP in contradiction of the OCP. Give the community the option of choices that preserve
the environment as was strongly supported in the first survey. Please be more impartial in your
survey.

6/18/2019 10:35 AM

37

I strongly support restoration of the natural environment.

6/17/2019 11:56 AM

38

Given the noise and crowd issues with a youth activity area (skateboards, etc), and given the
beauty of the meadow near McRae House, which would be perfect for orchard or remaining
natural.

6/17/2019 8:47 AM

39

Live nearby and enjoy walking in a park that is "back to nature" and free from bicycle traffic. There
are more than enough bicycle routes available. Please try to keep this wonderful park as natural
as possible. Thank you.

6/13/2019 9:38 AM

40

This would be a waste of public funds

6/13/2019 9:18 AM

41

The park is fine as it is. I have always enjoyed the wideness and lack of structure in this beautiful
area of Saanich and believe there are enough other structured parks in the municipality to balance
leaving this one as-is.

6/13/2019 9:16 AM
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42

I am a frequent user of the chip trail. I love it! I cannot say that I see much activity on baseball
fields, so when asked, I would say there could be an upgrade to the fields, but not sure that would
attract more activity?? Picnic spaces would offer more general appeal, and perhaps offer spaces
for larger gatherings (reunions etc.). Would suggest some landscaping to build privacy into picnic
spaces.

6/12/2019 4:11 PM

43

- Too much density - Too many things implemented. Our priority is to leave as much of Cedar Hill
Park as "wild" - Appealing space - e.g. do not build on the McRae House slope, but could build on
gradual plateau West of tennis bubble

6/12/2019 3:45 PM

44

Concern with the teen area being hidden from open view. Better to have that out in the open in
terms of safety of users.

6/12/2019 11:13 AM

45

I like where things are located.

6/12/2019 8:25 AM

46

It appeals to me more. A baseball diamond which is for more than youth could be used for family
events. Thanks for asking.

6/11/2019 2:44 PM

47

The larger youth (12-18) area will allow for more options/space for outdoor activities/equipment.
The orchard near the road side (Finlayson) will be more visible and thus, may encourage more
use. It is also near the younger playground, which will allow parents to stay near both areas.

6/11/2019 10:32 AM

48

I am a youth that lives in the area and I think that a skatepark would be a fantastic addition to the
park. I know a lot of kids like me that skate around hillside mall and Lansdowne school, and I think
that Cedar Hill Park is a great, central location for a much-needed skatepark.

6/10/2019 1:01 PM

49

I think it would be nice to have a bike park in the community

6/10/2019 12:39 PM

50

It’s an open space and I want our community to have more outdoor options near by

6/10/2019 12:38 PM

51

The youth area is larger. I also think a parkour type option would be best for it

6/10/2019 12:38 PM

52

Having Computer problems and unable to access the two options

6/10/2019 12:36 PM

53

there is more room for youth 13-17 that are able to go to the park more. i woudl love a skate park
as well

6/10/2019 12:35 PM

54

I like the option B as it allows for more use of the graded area for youth activities - such a great
option for downhill biking, running, sliding, rolling... etc.

6/10/2019 9:11 AM

55

We support option A but it would be MUCH better if the playground was in the place of the outdoor
exercise equipment.

6/9/2019 7:24 PM

56

Not familiar with the material

6/9/2019 2:09 PM

57

There have been no studies completed on either location to establish their suitability for any sort of
development. Making decisions without adequate information is just plain dumb

6/8/2019 11:00 PM

58

It was not possible to see the options as they were not on boards with flip charts where people
could write comments. There were so many written sentences across the maps and so many
exclamation marks that when I arrived later in the afternoon, I could not see what was planned. In
the future, best to place Option A and Option B on display boards and an ability to make
comments not on options themselves.

6/8/2019 6:43 PM

59

Open spaces are extremely valuable as open spaces and should not be developed. Open vistas
are increasingly valuable in our increasingly developed and crowded region.

6/8/2019 3:48 PM

60

I like the orchard semi circle around the ball diamond and back / extend into the hill which can't be
used for any of the other activities. Better use of space.

6/8/2019 10:26 AM

61

I am fine with either option.

6/8/2019 7:43 AM

62

The youth area is too close to residential in option b and would be disruptive.

6/8/2019 7:15 AM

63

Both options look appealing to me

6/8/2019 1:55 AM

64

I hope the park can be maintained in its natural state; I favour improving drainage but deplore any
paving or development of space for adolescent or adult activities.. Activities in the baseball
diamond area are to be supported but development elsewhere should be avoided. I walk in the
park frequently because of its natural elements and because it is normally quiet (golfers don't like a
lot of activity by others, either); I don't want that to change. I am a supporter of the Friends of
Cedar Hill Park.

6/7/2019 9:00 PM

65

I like that the outdoor exercise equipment and older/younger children areas are close together.

6/7/2019 1:11 PM

66

I think keeping the field infront of McRae house as natural as possible, with perhaps some
gardens or orchard space is more ascetically pleasing and preserves more green space.

6/7/2019 9:37 AM

67

I would like to see the picnic tables near the playground. Love that it was suggested not to be a
traditional playground though.

6/6/2019 11:04 PM

68

I like the playgrounds closer to the lower parking lots as the other parking lots are usually busy
(when I've been there anyways) I also like the orchard on the hill by the McRae house rather than
at the bottom. Might be better for the trees with drainage???

6/6/2019 9:29 PM

69

I like Option B because the area for Youth (ages 12-18) is larger; I have kids in this age group and
they need a safe space to expand their skills in. A bike park or parkour course would be amazing!

6/6/2019 9:12 PM

70

I prefer option A. I assume mostly seniors will be using the exercise equipment and I think the
youth area is better located on the side in its own space as it can attract a rowdy loud crowd. I like
the kids playground near the baseball diamond so kids can play and been seen by parents who
may be doing sports. The picnic tables are spread out but I would prefer picnic tables near the
playground especially and a shelter over these tables would be fantastic. Each area (youth,
exercise and playground) has a distinctive and separate area as very different crowds use these
amenities.

6/6/2019 8:46 PM
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71

more environmentally sensitive i don't like the bigger ball diamond, there are enough around town
there is stall room to add orchard along the southern portion keep people off the rock (rustic trail)
unnecessary boardwalk, put money elsewhere consider moving equip at bit north, better view for
parent exercising while watching their kids play and away from car fumes, add a vegetative buffer

6/6/2019 7:50 PM

72

I am 36 year old resident of Saanich with s.22 young children. I live s.22 Cedar Hill Rec and plan
on staying here for the next 40 years. The Garry Oak Ecosystem is within urban areas and is
endangered. It is an extremely important ecosystem, especially in light of climate change. The
natural habitats contained in the Cedar Hill Rec area must be supported. I far prefer option B as it
achieves this and also provides meaningful community activities to people within walking distance
of the park. Please support our local community and our local native ecosystems with your
decision!

6/6/2019 6:58 PM

73

I’m an avid user of both the Cedar Hill Rec Centre and the chip trail around the golf course. I see
both the need for upgrades/improvements and all the potential that the proposed areas have!
Fingers crossed ;)))

6/6/2019 6:36 PM

74

Children play area is located near the minor ball diamond area. Youth area is close to the children
play area. If you have multiple children of various ages this makes it easier to keep a watch/ear on
everyone. This is especially true if you have young children and need to be present for the older
child’s sport practice/game.

6/6/2019 5:59 PM

75

Because I like the idea of all the kids stuff being lumped together

6/6/2019 5:56 PM

76

Overall I support many of the projects, but feel that they should not be all located at Cedar Hill.
Suggest spread them to parks through out Saanich - Gordon Head, Commonwealth Place, Perks
or other smaller parks. My favorite feature is the chip track please do not change the hills. When I
cannot manage the grade, I will find other paths to walk on like Rithet's Bog, the base of Mount
Doug, Bow Park, Dallas Road. Oswald Park has a playground for small children. Coordinate plans
with other municipalities so that facilities in various areas. availThere is a .g am too out th

6/6/2019 5:20 PM

77

I like the play spaces close together Incase my kids are similar in age but want to use different
playgrounds.

6/6/2019 5:16 PM

78

Cedar Hill Park should be left the way it is. The preservation of nature is the park's great value.

6/6/2019 4:42 PM

79

I walk the chip trail at least 3 times a week. Love the natural setting. I don’t want to see it over
crowded and lose its natural charm

6/6/2019 4:05 PM

80

My children (years ago) & now my grandchildren all have had to cross the golf course to attend
Doncaster School (our catchment area school). Over the years the traffic (foot and bicycle) on the
Derby Road trail across the golf course has increased to the point it is now very busy and not very
safe for elementary age kids whether walking of riding their bikes. Perhaps you could consider
widening the trail to make two paths (separate) for pedestrians and cyclists.

6/6/2019 1:55 PM

81

I like Option B, but I would want to move the picnic areas closer to the playgound and youth areas

6/6/2019 12:27 PM

82

I play softball sometimes at Cedar Hill Rec. The field is too small to really be used for anything
now. A larger field can be used by more groups. The t-ball field is appropriate for T-ball. I've never
seen a t-ball game or National League baseball game at Cedar Hill. Other fields close by are
appropriate for Little League. In addition, I like the flow of Option A better.

6/6/2019 12:02 PM

83

I want the park to stay pretty wild. Also, less bike traffic on Blenkinsop would be great

6/6/2019 11:59 AM

84

Option B includes power and water for special events. Prefer placement for youth space.

6/6/2019 11:16 AM

85

As a parent of young active children I see a need for more playground and active play space
encouraging risk and developing more advanced physical literacy skills. As well, with many wait
lists in our community, there is a strong need for more public athletic facilities and access to them.
Local schools are bursting at the seams, youth programs are bordering on the same and often
lacking access to facilities to run their programs effectively, as we experienced this season in
baseball for two of our children. Outdoor experience and play opportunities are critical in youth
development and creating a productive next generation in Saanich who value outdoor space,
nature and physical activity.

6/6/2019 10:55 AM

86

I like how the playgrounds and youth spaces are accessible from the parking lot. However, it would
be nice to have picnic areas closer to these spaces, as many families could potentially make it a
destination.

6/6/2019 10:21 AM

87

Option B is sited over more varied terrain, which would make youth amenities (e.g. bike park)
more interesting and challenging.

6/6/2019 10:16 AM

88

Do not support baseball fields. Would like to see a skate park and pump track.

6/6/2019 10:10 AM

89

I would like to see activities for kids closer to the area of the park that my family accesses more
often. And unless I am missing something, I don't see an accessible trail offered in option A which
I think is important for the community.

6/6/2019 9:59 AM

90

I liked that the orchard was situated near the parking lot giving it more greenery around pavement.
And the youth area looks larger.

6/6/2019 9:23 AM

91

Tax payers money, more traffic and increased level of noise after 10pm.

6/5/2019 10:02 PM

92

I feel it works better with the surrounding environment.

6/5/2019 3:55 PM

93

The layout seems more appealing to me. There are more tables, the grouping of the various areas
works better.

6/4/2019 10:15 PM

94

neither option included the phasing out of the exclusive golfing area - golfing is a rich person sport
for a select few and is not fair to those who do golf

6/4/2019 9:28 PM
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95

My husband and I went to many meetings to save the baseball fields (from tennis) and the animal
sanctuary area near Diana place. It seems now we need to save the area near the rec centre.
Please leave it GREEN. There is no need to change anything. We especially don't need bike trails!
Lochside is a nightmare just as the park would become. Bikers don't slow down for pedestrians.
Restore creeks, etc. only if need be and it keeps the area sensitive to other species besides
human. Just leave the park alone. PLEASE.

6/4/2019 11:09 AM

96

Based on my own experiences vs attendance at meetings or written information

6/4/2019 9:47 AM

97

youth/kid play areas should be far from roads both for safety and easthetics

6/4/2019 9:10 AM

98

Like having all the outdoor equipment near each other so that families with children of various ages
can stay in one area.

6/3/2019 7:55 PM

99

Please leave park as natural area for enjoyment of leisure walkers and respect environment.

6/3/2019 6:22 PM

100

placement of the orchard area

6/3/2019 12:36 PM

101

Unable to find details of either option

6/3/2019 9:06 AM

102

I like the idea of a playground for children under 12. I am not in favour of a youth activity area
involving bikes, as those bikes would likely use the chip trails to access that area. There are
already cyclists riding on the chip trail because the signs are not clear or in the appropriate
locations. Let's keep the trails safe. - A local senior who walks the trails often

6/3/2019 8:58 AM

103

I highly support the themes of amenities for all ages and protection and restoration of ecosystems.
I do NOT support the action item of changing the northeast corner at Glacier & Queensbury , as
the suggested plan will destroy the grasslands that provide habitat for butterflies and ruin the
community feel and safety of the path that is used by families to walk to Doncaster elementary
school.

6/3/2019 8:51 AM

104

As a frequent walker of the trail, I enjoy seeing and listening to the birds, trees, flowers, etc. It's
such a treat to have this in the city. I'd love to see an active space for teens to enjoy: a group that
is often overlooked.

6/3/2019 8:38 AM

105

Adjacency between McRae House and orchard is better in Option B. Location of Youth Area better
in terms of potential noise, etc.

6/3/2019 8:18 AM

106

I value the little piece of natural habitat that circles the golf course. I also value natural,
unstructured spaces for all ages to enjoy. Filling open spaces with structured playgrounds would
not enhance the chance to explore natural environments. This is a walking/jogging space, not a
highway for bikes.

6/3/2019 8:13 AM

107

My observation would be that most people using the park are just out for a brisk walk in relative
calm. Anything that detracts from that would be retrograde for myself and most people I know.

6/3/2019 7:19 AM

108

Too much development. Leave this beautiful land alone!

6/2/2019 6:01 PM

109

It seems to offer the most with good flow but also some separation between activities.

6/2/2019 2:49 PM

110

It seems strange that the picnic areas are not near the play areas.

6/2/2019 9:31 AM

111

We are one of a number residents on the chip trail (QUEENSBURY) and would strongly disagree
with picnic area in this end.

6/1/2019 8:45 PM

112

I think the young children’s area would be better placed as in Option B.

6/1/2019 4:25 PM

113

Not able to explain

6/1/2019 8:39 AM

114

Overall A is better for layout: The play areas/rec areas are near the centre and more visible from
the street, esp the youth area. The orchard makes more sense within the park. Some aspects of
option B are better though e.g. more boarder landscaping and restoration landscaping.

6/1/2019 4:25 AM

115

Creating more facilities and improving existing facilities will bring people and the community
together and improve health and quality of life for all.

5/31/2019 7:59 PM

116

Keep the field close to the open, natural space it is now.

5/31/2019 6:56 PM

117

The larger space for a community orchard

5/31/2019 4:28 PM

118

I have no preference.

5/31/2019 3:35 PM

119

Closer proximity of playground, youth and adult exercise area. Adults can exercise and keep and
eye on kids.

5/31/2019 7:47 AM

120

I have not enough recent familiarity to have answered many of the questions and so I did not.

5/30/2019 10:11 PM

121

Picnic area in a natural setting near walking trails. Youth area accessible to parking area. Linking
peaceful areas (picnic, orchard, natural trail areas). More space for community orchard - still
accessible to parking area, but food production land is not going to as impacted by car exhaust
from parking lot as in option B.

5/30/2019 9:08 PM

122

I like the orchard on the slope between the Rec centre and house. I think the placement of the kids
and teen areas are good. Would like to see the adult exercise items along the trail. I vote no to a
paved trail section. I love that the trail is a slice of nature in the city! So awesome and so
important! Thanks

5/30/2019 9:03 PM

123

could not locate the two options in the material reviewed on website

5/30/2019 4:00 PM

124

A huge expensive project. Would need to compare options side by side to note differences. I feel
the area is already very well used as it is. Improvements, as outlined, might attract too much traffic
& make it not as pleasant. The assumption here seems to be that the golf course will continue to
operate long-term, altho most others are closing. If these improvements were made, & the golf
course closed, I assume it would be sold as general real estate & pricey homes/condos built on it.
Then these above options would certainly make more sense to me in that kind of an environment.

5/30/2019 3:55 PM
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125

We have children in both age groups and so having the playground near the youth area is easier
as a parent. and 2 baseball fields in better than one. i also like the idea of the orchard making the
parking lot area more beautiful.

5/30/2019 3:37 PM

126

Both options had strong AND weak components. Should open up discussion on compromise
option 'C'.

5/30/2019 3:04 PM

127

Did not view options.

5/30/2019 1:14 PM

128

better allocation of space that seems to better protect the natural values. Youth area is located in
an already impacted area. Playground closer to centre, bigger diamond to allow different use/play
(Saanich already has so many little ball diamonds)

5/30/2019 12:55 PM

129

could not locate them.

5/30/2019 12:40 PM

130

The area designated for youth is more likely to be vandalized and so should be visible from and
located near the major roadway.

5/30/2019 12:17 PM

131

The bottom part of the trail from Derby Road to North Dairy is amenable to any changes you want
to make. But the upper part of the trail that makes the loop around King's Pond is one of the few
remaining natural trails in the city which are left. I can walk there and feel like I an in the country
for most part. The bicycle path would take away from the peace and quiet and the lovely view of
the golf course at several spots along the trail without bicycles whizzing by. And the construction of
the bicycle path would have to take away from the beautiful natural vegetation that is there. The
picnic tables are a good idea if it can leave a good part of the field in the NE corner.

5/30/2019 11:22 AM

132

play areas for children and youth need to be highly visible to all stakeholders, parents,walkers,
runners. I don't think there should be an orchard anywhere,it is a cultivated species not native to
the park . Why introduce a whole species that will need a whole load of maintenance for its first
years and who gets the apples? People already steal all the holly and plants in the area as it is.

5/30/2019 11:11 AM

133

I have walked the chip trail often and have always been picking up garbage ... some I can't reach
because it is thrown into the bushy areas. I am concerned about lack of care for the park - garbage
and damage - and also the loss of the peace in the park and the foliage and bird life. I'm afraid it
will become just another noisy, messy place with less plant life and ground and more pavement
and dirt pounded into hard, dry, dead surfaces. This park is an oasis in a land of pavement and
noise.

5/30/2019 10:51 AM

134

Childrens' activities areas were not spread out

5/30/2019 10:47 AM

135

I do not think it is a good use of space to include a baseball diamond. There are other baseball
parks available including several at Gordon Head Rec. The amount of space allocated to one sport
is wasteful and excludes everyone (and that is the majority) of Saanich residents who do not play
baseball. Need to make the space "work harder" and be a valuable space for all.

5/30/2019 10:25 AM

136

Replace the seldom used ball fields with 8 Pickleball courts. There is no multi court outdoor facility
in the region for the fastest growing sport in North America

5/30/2019 10:14 AM

137

The community orchard. In light of climate change ANY increase in trees/greenspace and
reduction in pavement is a good idea

5/30/2019 10:03 AM

138

Having the youth park in close proximity to the road is much better than within the park- less
chance of teens roaming in the park after hours and vandalizing or drinking etc if they are visible to
the public

5/30/2019 10:01 AM

139

I prefer the park to be left in its more natural state, without the addition of all of these activities. To
me, this all just “junks up” the park and detracts from its natural beauty.

5/30/2019 9:49 AM

140

More options for use

5/30/2019 9:25 AM

141

B pros: - active play areas are all grouped together - increased restored area with accessible trail B
cons - doesn't move ball diamond out of stream - picnic areas not near play structures (what about
that little area between the two paths east of the ball diamond?) - youth area is a bit low visibility
(i.e., from road) which could pose a safety issue

5/30/2019 9:19 AM

142

I'm not in favour of a community orchard or youth area

5/30/2019 8:45 AM

143

The playground would not be so close to the trail this way

5/30/2019 8:22 AM

144

I think that youth area should be at the north end away from the road.

5/30/2019 8:22 AM

145

The orchard location is better

5/30/2019 7:49 AM

146

I would like to see improvements to the park but not cyclists in the northeast section unless they
are separated physically from pedestrians.

5/30/2019 7:45 AM

147

The community orchard is more appropriately placed, and the youth areas are better.

5/30/2019 6:59 AM

148

I like that kids’, youth, and adult “playgrounds” are located nearby - makes it easier for all family
members to get active together.

5/30/2019 6:48 AM

149

Away from trees

5/30/2019 6:12 AM

150

Liked the orchard nearer the road and the youth area by McRae

5/30/2019 5:49 AM

151

I think the new youth focused activities should be placed together. Also, I’m excited about the
addition of a skate park (or similar) for our community. It keeps kids active, but in my experience,
can also offer a common gathering place to “experiment” with drugs or other unwelcome activities.
I believe having the two spaces closer together and near the rec centre will help limit these
activities. Also, are other Rec centres indicating that their outdoor adult excercise equipment is
being utilized? Dockyard, esquimalt, beacon hill etc. all look empty. I usually see underage kids
playing on them or a place for seagulls to take a rest.

5/30/2019 5:45 AM

152

As a parent of 3 children I like having all the youth areas and exercise area in one location. It
would be even better if there was a picnic area nearby in Option B.

5/30/2019 4:49 AM
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153

aging population should mean more facilities catering to that demographic group while there are
sufficient playgrounds/parks for youngsters already.

5/29/2019 8:26 PM

154

We need more pickleball courts, not more and more bike lanes and other frivolous staff

5/29/2019 12:39 PM

155

Recreation does not require special equipment and does not have to look like "exercising".
Recreation can be working a veggie garden or doing volunteer restoration work. The public can
be engaged in the ongoing maintenance of the park. Youth and children can be engaged in
restoration work and urban agriculture. Remove the baseball diamond and phase out the golf
course. Golf courses are NOT a climate wise land use. Plant more trees, restore the Garry Oak
meadows. Engage local First Nations. Turn the clubhouse into a community kitchen and hold
farmers markets in the parking lot.

5/29/2019 9:50 AM

156

I like having the larger softballl diamond and the boardwalk over the wetlands.

5/28/2019 4:01 PM

157

Outdoor exercise equipment far from playground and youth area. Soft ball diamond enlarged for
adults.

5/28/2019 3:25 PM

158

I like the Orchard proposal

5/28/2019 12:55 PM

159

Many of the ideas in this survey are incompatible with the park visions, values and themes. "We
are all stewards of the park, committed to its long-term preservation and enhancement". Many of
the ideas in the survey would mean paving and introducing "foreign objects" such as outdoor
exercise equipment, bike paths, viewing stations, bike skills course. Keep the park as a natural
open space.

5/27/2019 8:18 PM

160

I am not familiar with this

5/27/2019 8:09 PM

161

more aesthetically pleasing

5/27/2019 6:38 PM

162

--would prefer more area for restoration, esp. of the areas adjacent to Reach 17 for floodwater
detention and biodiversity. --the grassy slope above the Rec Centre is ripe for meadow or
savannah restoration; the orchard is a lovely idea, but not clear what function it would serve. --not
keen on additional parking capacity

5/27/2019 6:38 PM

163

I liked the orchard option plus a youth area. Also not sure why the softball diamond is being kept
as it is seldom used and ball is a sport which is receding in numbers.

5/27/2019 6:29 PM

164

Felt the orchard location was better

5/27/2019 2:49 PM

165

I don't have a strong preference for A or B. I would like to see a picnic area closer to the
playground location. Suggest that in option A the outdoor exercise equipment area should swap
places with the playground. Or in option B the picnic area could sway with the outdoor exercise
equipment area. In option B the added benefit is that the playground is close to the youth area.

5/27/2019 12:10 PM

166

youth park should not be too close to the houses.

5/27/2019 11:29 AM

167

No commuter cycling on Cedar Hill Trail.

5/27/2019 8:53 AM

168

Cost prohibited. Our taxes went up AGAIN and this is not acceptable.

5/26/2019 6:31 PM

169

We just received our property tax bill. In the last 5 years it has gone up close to 1000 dollars on a
lower priced home. please stop being so wasteful with out tax dollars with things we dont need.
thank you

5/26/2019 5:02 PM

170

I was unable to see the two options....online...not sure where they were listed.

5/26/2019 9:29 AM

171

I think the field below McRae house is more suitable for an orchard than a youth area.

5/25/2019 1:53 PM

172

Youth area closer to creek, orchard area closer to house, picnic area near orchard

5/25/2019 12:11 PM

173

I liked how option A seemed to apeal to all ages and genders with respect to the baseball, softball
fields, large youth area and playground for kids. I don’t see how updating the nature scape would
improve quality of life for youth and kids in the area.

5/25/2019 11:44 AM

174

I don't feel the hillside by McRae House should be either. It suits an outdoor community
amphitheatre/performance area as it is part of the arts and heritage side of the center. What ever
happened to that plan for a larger arts centre area? Only one baseball diamond (if any) needed not used. Move play ground near that big block tennis bubble. Perhaps a small therapeutic garden
in the flat area where one of the diamonds is on the flat area - accessible for all ages. Raised
garden beds, labyrinth, small orchard etc.

5/23/2019 10:29 PM

175

I left it blank as I haven't looked at the options.

5/23/2019 9:34 PM

176

I'm hoping the improved ball field will encourage use as a regular walker around the track i don't
see a lot of use of the field. I also like the new trail coming down from the McRae house.The
accessibilty track is a nice feature

5/23/2019 1:26 PM

177

Community Orchard and Picnic Area more pleasant further away from rec centre building/parking
lot and heavy traffic on Finlayson.

5/23/2019 11:37 AM

178

Cannot seem to find this material on line

5/23/2019 10:34 AM

179

Location of amenities fits best with the surroundings in option A.

5/22/2019 9:03 PM

180

- I like the placement of the proposed picnic areas. - I prefer not developing the community open
field/orchard area. Keep it as natural as possible. - I like having a T-ball Diamond and one Softball
Diamond. - I like Location of Youth Area and the location of the Playground area. - i’d prefer the
main footpath around the park to keep to existing course as much as possible.

5/22/2019 11:48 AM

181

Orchard & Youth area in more suitable locations. Youth area more visible.

5/22/2019 8:27 AM

182

I think the orchard area is quite steep which is better suited to trees. The youth area is a bit
seperate which may be a good idea.

5/21/2019 8:46 PM

183

I like the boardwalk option, but think maybe the orchard should be near car park.

5/21/2019 7:57 PM

184

Youth area in better location. T-ball too limited. No boardwalk necessary at wetland. Orchard
screens parking. Picnic area near softball. Playground and outdoor equipment better together.

5/21/2019 5:40 PM
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185

I have a growing family. s.22
We would love an accessible local space
that is walking distance- a playground and community space for birthday parties etc. would be our
number 1 vote. We also love the idea of a bike park with different age appropriate spaces to grow
with our children.

5/21/2019 4:04 PM

186

Would like to see the inclusion of Pickle Ball courts. Wide demographic playing pickle ball in the
community. Easy to add to either A or B

5/21/2019 1:21 PM

187

Playground, youth area, and exercise area all gathered together

5/21/2019 11:42 AM

188

I chose neither option as I think it is too much activity in too small an area.

5/21/2019 10:58 AM

189

I like that the trail has more natural areas - seeing native species, hearing birds, a duck pond to me
are more important than paving large area of this area. I enjoy bike riding but prefer to have this
trail for a hiking trail.

5/21/2019 10:55 AM

190

I would most support Option A but I would encourage switching the locations of the under-12
playground and the outdoor exercise equipment, as these placements would seem more suitable,
especially for the playground.

5/21/2019 10:49 AM

191

The youth area should be separate from housing, Option A works for this. I like the wetland,
accessible trail and more benches around the ball diamonds.

5/21/2019 10:34 AM

192

Allowing bikes on a trail - used by most park users - would be unsafe for many current users elderly, using walkers, toddlers etc. Keep trail safe!

5/21/2019 10:13 AM

193

- The youth area is farther from a main street - Picnic area near the baseball diamonds - Consider
under 12 playground near or in sight line of picnic tables

5/21/2019 10:01 AM

194

There is a great need for bike parks and bike opportunities in Saanich! Thank you!

5/21/2019 9:55 AM

195

Orchard

5/21/2019 9:49 AM

196

- Orchard space on the south facing slope below the farmhouse is excellent for sun exposure. NE corner bike connector would destroy too much natural environment to be wide enough unless it
was not next to chip trail.

5/21/2019 9:44 AM

197

Open space Option B is preferred with the exception of where the youth area 12 to 18 is located.
The youth area 12 to 18 and the community orchard in open space Option A would make for a
better design.

5/21/2019 9:36 AM

198

Have lived in area for 25 years and like the idea of making "conservative" changes rather than
"over-civilizing" the area. The trails as they are can accommodate people riding their bikes
cautiously or walking their bikes - the idea of paving the section between Queensbury and Glacier
primarily to accommodate a very few cyclists for their brief commute to school during a limited
season, makes no sense to me.

5/21/2019 9:28 AM

199

Makes orchard larger. In this option

5/21/2019 9:22 AM

200

Orchard is silly idea - People lose interest quickly. Need more outdoor play area for everyone.

5/21/2019 9:14 AM

201

I don’t want a bike path in the north east corner of golf course. NOT IN FRONT OF THE TOWN
HOUSES,!!Quite frankly everyone I have talked to is fed up with the attitude of a majority of bike
riders. Even this survey and information address bikers, pedestrians and then golfers. This was a
golf course first then pedestrian paths and now the bicycle people are demanding more trails. Stick
to the road where hundreds of dollars have been spent making bike paths for you!!!

5/20/2019 10:49 PM

202

I would like to see inclusion of Pickleball courts in the plans.

5/20/2019 8:54 PM

203

I like this one because it puts the picnic area near the ball park which makes sense to me!

5/20/2019 8:46 PM

204

Teen playground on slope below volunteer centre alongside area for 2-12 yr olds. Both near
parking lot. Convenient for parents.

5/20/2019 7:24 PM

205

Prefer B. But no community orchard,no baseball diamonds and no picnic tables.

5/20/2019 6:23 PM

206

Community orchard? Need more information; unclear of value. Support wetalnds.

5/20/2019 5:51 PM

207

My preference is to keep as much noise and activity as far away from the existing walking trail and
the golf course.

5/20/2019 4:29 PM

208

I seem to remember option A having a better layout.

5/20/2019 2:15 PM

209

Seems like a more functional plan.

5/20/2019 1:55 PM

210

You can't be all things to all people. CHP should be a destination for specific activities (Pearkes
has ice activities/SCP swim). If you're attracting all these people you'd need more parking spaces.
Seems like you want to fill in every green space: leave the field at McRae House alone!!

5/19/2019 7:13 PM

211

It is a Park not a playground. I am a cyclist but there is no need for bikes on the north-south side, I
use Doncaster. The trail is such a good work-out I’m reluctant to make it any easier.

5/19/2019 5:27 PM

212

Minimal encroachment on natural areas

5/19/2019 5:09 PM

213

it is not clear where this information is online

5/19/2019 11:19 AM

214

In Prague they have a very large public orchard. I like that the orchard be next to the old house.
Just makes sense to me.

5/18/2019 11:01 PM

215

I think Option A is better than B but I would support it more if the locations of the under-12
playground and the outdoor exercise equipment were switched. I think it makes more sense for the
exercise equipment to be nearer the rec centre and it would be nice for the playground to be a bit
farther away, in its own space. More separation between the spaces for the older and younger
kids would also be better. (I use this area regularly and have children in both age ranges.)

5/18/2019 10:46 PM

216

Strong desire for a kids mtn bike park and the slope above the rec centre would work very well.

5/18/2019 2:01 PM

217

I like the idea of locating the orchard on the hill rather than near the south parking lot

5/18/2019 1:42 PM
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218

Youth area is away from the kiddies play area,part of the large field below the McCrae could be
fenced and used as a dog park,eliminating the need for off leash around the trail.Activities are
concentrated around the Rec.centre thus preserving as much green space as possible.

5/18/2019 9:42 AM

219

I think the orchard should be further away from Finlayson, and that would be a better location for
the youth area.

5/17/2019 7:57 PM

220

I am a senior and live a block away from the rec. centre and use the centre and walk the trail
regularly. It would be wonderful for this park to be used fully by all segments/ages of the
community. I think that option A is best. I like the way Bowker creek would be developed and
having a women's ballfield is a very good idea. Also having a community orchard is excellent. The
city of Prague in the Czech Republic has a huge community orchard enjoyed by all and adds to the
beauty and bounty of the area.

5/17/2019 5:54 PM

221

Does not matter - both are acceptable

5/17/2019 2:31 PM

222

Mainly because the youth area was going to be located on the slope behind McRae House in
Option B. This would destroy the beauty of the natural green space behind historical McRae
House. Orchard or community garden of some kind would be a better idea for that area. Also leaving that slope as is is also a great idea! Also, on Option A - take out "adult outdoor equipment"
and put the kids' under 12 playground there. And can the adult outdoor equip and youth 12-18 be
part of the one (youth) space identified in Option A? (If adult area is even warranted)

5/17/2019 2:18 PM

223

- Community Garden space would be lovely on hill below McRae House - Paved area for youth
activities would be best suited in location in Plan A - a paved area on the hill below McRae House
would be unsightly

5/17/2019 2:07 PM

224

I think Cedar Hill Park should be left as natural as possible and unspoiled as possible. You have
put a lot of work into this survey and I appreciate that you are interested in our input.

5/17/2019 1:53 PM

225

See last page. My comments there give my reasons.

5/17/2019 1:48 PM

226

Youth area should be off Finlayson where old skateboard park had been located.

5/17/2019 1:26 PM

227

Open space in a big city is a win legacy for future - Huge use of park for
dogs/children/joggers/walkers. Each season the park is well used and offers up a constant variety
of scenery.

5/17/2019 12:04 PM

228

I strongly disagree with a bike trail from Ascot Drive and Derby Road. This would be an invasive
addition to the park where it is enjoyed by walkers.

5/17/2019 11:53 AM

229

Nice to have kids, youth and adult play/exercise areas all near each other. This is more family
friendly than having them spread so far apart as in Option A.

5/17/2019 11:28 AM

230

Groupings of play for kids (good for families with multiple ages of kids)

5/17/2019 10:33 AM

231

Many of the proposed amenities would be replicas of the accepted proposed changes in Topaz
Park, which is blocks away. The green spaces in Cedar Hill Park are rare and precious - please do
not homogenize them.

5/17/2019 10:00 AM

232

This area is a gem. However, golf is not an environmentally responsible use of land. Biking on the
other hand is an environmentally responsible method of transportation. Therefore all possible
efforts should be made to make this park as bike-friendly as possible.

5/17/2019 9:46 AM

233

Really want a playground that will incorporate the fallen tree. Do not support a skateboard park too much concrete and loss of green space.

5/17/2019 9:34 AM

234

I absolutely oppose any paths for cyclists. There is no way to safely mix pedestrians with cyclists,
as the way cyclists behave today in B.C. They're dangerous and entitled. Also, we need more, not
less, areas left "natural", not every space must be put to a "use".

5/17/2019 9:24 AM

235

No new additions should impact or reduce green space/opportunities to develop native plant
ecosystems. Please do not consider an off leash dog area - dogs destroy native habitat. Children
need green spaces - there are already parks close by that are great - leave nature for kids to
enjoy! We do not want to see a parkour or bike skills course in a place where habitat could be
restored instead!!!

5/17/2019 9:07 AM

236

Basically, I want the park left as natural as possible. It's a lovely location with native plants, birds,
frogs, etc. Don't do anything to harm these unique characteristics of this park. Keep the walking
trail a chip trail for easy walking and running (easy on joints!). Removal of invasive species is
good, but ensure that volunteers do it properly - include Invasive Species Council of BC in plans
and education!

5/17/2019 8:51 AM

237

There are very few natural areas left in the city which is rapidly urbanizing. All efforts should be
made to maintain and restore the natural integrity of the park. No paved areas. No removal of
native plants and green space.

5/17/2019 8:44 AM

238

- No to any more bike paths anywhere in the park - Improve entrance from Cook/Maplewood along
Tolmie Ave. That's a dangerous route - No to paved paths around the perimeter of the park Protect the seniors who walk the trails - Protect the dog walkers - Protect the joggers "Keep Cedar
Hill Park as one of the most enjoyable paths in the city"

5/17/2019 8:30 AM

239

Prefer sustainable green space for future generations.

5/17/2019 8:23 AM

240

The youth area is in a better location in Option A

5/17/2019 8:16 AM

241

Option A puts the orchard on the slope and would a pleasing view from Cedar Hill. Also it aligns
more with the historic use of those. IE: farmlands. I am in favour of the inclusion of man made
structures but would like to keep those close to the existing structures.

5/17/2019 7:56 AM

242

I thought the the youth area being further from the residential area made more sense.

5/16/2019 6:04 PM

243

- Cost to taxpayer for any upgrades - Minimize any conflict - bikes, golfers - Need to inform public
about the dangerous impact of a travelling golf ball - 90 mph - I predict an incident of significance
in the coming year

5/16/2019 3:03 PM
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244

I find the slope from the McRae House to Cedar Hill Rec Centre aesthetically pleasing. I like the
idea of it remaining undeveloped or with fruit trees (or just trees).

5/16/2019 3:01 PM

245

I like the plan to access a wetland area with a boardwalk. A nature trail would be a nice addition
too.

5/16/2019 2:51 PM

246

I strongly support a bike skills park for teenagers and young adults. This would be the only of its
kind in the area, therefore it would be greatly used and appreciated by many.

5/16/2019 2:47 PM

247

Leave as open green space

5/16/2019 2:42 PM

248

No bikes on trails

5/16/2019 12:49 PM

249

Layout is more pleasing; makes better sense to keep youth area near the other parking lot;
placement of picnic and playground areas are more appealing in option A; better preservation for
slope.

5/16/2019 12:11 PM

250

I don't feel this space is suitable for the community orchard/garden. I would prefer to see more turf
fields, ball fields, more recreation. There are many farms in Saanich - perhaps partnerships could
grow there.

5/16/2019 11:55 AM

251

I am against any bicycles on the trail around the golf course used by runners, joggers, walkers and
walkers with dogs. I am opposed to areas developed for bicycles.

5/16/2019 11:43 AM

252

- Is this a park, or is it a golf course with public areas on the perimeter? - Is the golf course
financially viable in the long run? - The time to look to the future should start now - This exercise
addresses ad hoc uses for specific areas that could limit future park planning and design

5/16/2019 11:33 AM

253

I'm not convinced that the additional parking area is needed. We don't need more impervious
surfaces in Greater Victoria.

5/16/2019 11:16 AM

254

Plan B allows people of all ages to be within site lines easily for parents trying to supervise kids of
varying ages while maximizing the existing slope for bike track etc... Also keeps kids closer to
entrances and sight lines of community centre.

5/16/2019 11:00 AM

255

I did not find the info.

5/16/2019 10:54 AM

256

The larger community orchard and open field retains more of the green area of the park and offers
a quiet zone to counterbalance the increase in structure and activity around the rec center.
Activities and community building are important, but so are areas of contemplation and enjoyment
of nature. The orchard also meets a more basic need,,,, fresh fruit for those who may not have the
budget for these.

5/16/2019 10:14 AM

257

Preservation of open and natural habitat is the immediate priority. Existing amenities (golf course,
rec centre) are already sufficient in this park. Retain as much natural space as possible, but the
goal should be to increase natural habitat.

5/16/2019 10:08 AM

258

The orchard seems a natural fit, further back, closer to the golf course & green areas. Youth area
with high visibility seems safer, more inline with parking & easier on neighbours.

5/16/2019 10:01 AM

259

to keep the area adjacent to McRae House as a quiet, restful, farm-like atmosphere

5/16/2019 9:50 AM

260

Like the amount & location of accessible trail.Assume accessible means wheelchairs, walkers, etc.
can use. This is very important to me, as I used to walk the chip trail but mobility issues now mean
I can't.

5/16/2019 9:47 AM

261

I prefer the spacing between the Youth Park, Children's Play area and Outdoor Exercise area that
is in Option 1. Also better options for picnic areas

5/16/2019 9:47 AM

262

Good layout for picnic area near the softball field. Probably could lose the outdoor exercise
equipment. They have them set up in parks throughout the city and seem to never get used and
deteriorate quickly.

5/16/2019 9:27 AM

263

Do not understand the offerings.

5/16/2019 9:25 AM

264

Option A selected due to: inclusion of board walk over wetland area and placement of youth area
12 to 18

5/16/2019 9:05 AM

265

I put my priorities in 1.environmental restoration & public interaction 2.accessibility 3.equipment
such as playgrounds. From what I’ve seen of outdoor exercise equipment at other locations it
doesn’t seem to get used very much so unsure of making that a priority. It’s a nice idea but if
people are going to exercise outside I think they’ll chose other activities such as hiking or biking.
Those that want to use equipment I think will go to an indoor gym. Also, the bike/parkour park
sounds great but little kids will want to use it as well which should be considered. I’m not sure how
you can avoid that. Love that this is all being looked at because there is a lot of unused space in
such a great location. Could be Victoria’s own “Central Park”

5/16/2019 8:42 AM

266

I think it makes more sense to have the children, youth, and adult exercise areas all in the same
vicinity for multigenerational families that come with small kids and may want to exercise yet keep
an eye on the kids. Or, you might have youth taking kids to the park -- good to be all in on general
area.

5/16/2019 8:27 AM

267

I think having the orchard away from busy Finlayson/N. Dairy would be a better use of space.
Also, I believe the Youth area could be a louder environment, being more suited to that location.
I’d like to keep the park itself as peaceful for the natural ecosystem as possible, I don’t think the
“youth area” would encourage that.

5/16/2019 8:22 AM

268

Preferable to have the youth area and children's area close together.

5/16/2019 8:21 AM

269

All development should happen as close to the rec centre as possible. No changes to the existing
path around the golf course. We are so lucky to have this quiet, natural and slightly wild place to
walk right in the middle of the city. Do not take the hills out or pave any path.

5/16/2019 8:19 AM

270

I like that the 12+ play area is more out of sight of the more nature-oriented parts of the park in
option A. Also, I think that the picnic areas in A are in better locations than B.

5/16/2019 8:15 AM

271

Nice to sit by and walk by orchard rather than noise of youth area.

5/16/2019 7:54 AM
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272

More active restoration and natural areas required.

5/16/2019 7:50 AM

273

I like where the orchard is situated. I also like that the excercise equipment is close to the main
path. I'm not sure that the space allocated for youth would be large enough for a bike park though.

5/16/2019 7:41 AM

274

Option B keeps the play areas closer together.

5/16/2019 6:50 AM

275

Looks less busy

5/16/2019 6:32 AM

276

Generally use park without going close to Cedar Hill Rec. like the idea of a playground on the
hillside especially if the existing trees and fallen trees are incorporated

5/16/2019 6:25 AM

277

Placement of areas for kids (youth and kids under 12) shits neighbouring housing better. Youth
area adjacent busier road makes sense as there would be less disturbance to home owners.
Playground behind Rec Centre for small kids makes sense because it is safer location away from
busy roads.

5/16/2019 6:10 AM

278

Bigger ball field for more options is nice. Orchard away from the road in option a

5/16/2019 6:09 AM

279

unknown

5/16/2019 6:06 AM

280

It looks like there will be more effort to restore natural areas in option b and there is no boardwalk,
which would only disturb any wildlife trying to use the wetland areas I like the picnic areas are
close to washrooms and other facilities so garbage etc is easy to clean up. Please use native
plantings for the restoration area near the parking lot. I think there could be more plantings of
Garry oak ecosystem habitat in the area around the rec centre itself and that could be interpreted
as well with signage and use split rail fence is to keep people out of it.

5/16/2019 5:47 AM

281

Didn’t read it sorry

5/16/2019 5:22 AM

282

Restoration of natural areas and wetlands must be prioritizes over the proposed amenities

5/15/2019 5:22 PM

283

I would hate to lose the field in front of the McRae home and I don't want a trail on the slope above
the ball diamonds. I don't want encroachment into the Garry Oaks on the slope.

5/15/2019 10:31 AM

284

The ball diamonds

5/15/2019 9:47 AM

285

I am strongly in favour of community orchards.

5/15/2019 7:02 AM

286

I feel that the youth space and playground make much more sense in option B. Also consider
replacing the baseball diamond with a more flexible soccer/football field, which will probably see
more use and be better for special events. In Option A, the playground looks like a poorly planned
afterthought; will be dark and uninviting on the N and NW side of a big ugly metal wall (rec centre
wall).

5/15/2019 6:54 AM

287

Trying to do too much in a limited space. I think that the orchard will be a colossal waste, the fruit
will be picked before it is ripe, kids will play throw the fruit around, it will attract wasps in the late
summer, as well as a big maintenance issue. The small kids play area around behind the tennis
building is a problem for supervision. I think that adult exercise stations around the chip trail is
easier to implement without having to make a major installation, I suggest that people coming to
the recreation centre will not use the outdoor exercise space as there is already equipment inside
that is more popular. The youth recreation park is OK as is the picnic tables are fine

5/14/2019 9:13 PM

288

Kids playground in the sun would be nice, too much shade behind the building. Keep younger kids
and older kids areas close together so as a parent, I can keep an eye on both ages at once.
Having 2 kids ball fields is great. If an adult team needs a bigger space presumably they can just
book both fields so they can back up. Fixing the drainage in that area is a must which is not
mentioned in option A. I like the power and water idea for special events. Wish option B also came
with a new rustic trail option. But you can't have it all!

5/14/2019 8:02 PM

289

proximity to rec centre

5/14/2019 6:49 PM

290

Should be kept as natural and peaceful/quiet as possible

5/14/2019 6:02 PM

291

The Survey is poorly designed because a few questions include several actions like the one on
Parking Lots: there are at least 7 actions to support or not support-----referring to at least 2 parking
lots. Also choices in most questions ask for support but then change to ask about priorities for
biking trail. design. Why? Very frustrating.

5/14/2019 3:07 PM

292

the older kids area is bigger and is close to the little kids area and the outdoor exercise area
(something for all members of the family together)

5/13/2019 10:02 PM

293

I could not find either option a or b online, so ticked "neither" by default.

5/13/2019 8:24 PM

294

I love the idea of a bike park for teens. this age group has few options in the community. I like this
location because it is near the parking lot and it is closer to washrooms. Some families will come
from far away and the parking is important. I do not feel there is any threat to surrounding natural
areas if closer the parking lot and refreshments and washrooms.

5/13/2019 1:54 PM

295

I liked the more central location for the children's play area

5/13/2019 1:25 PM

296

I feel the park should encourage, as much as possible, a natural environment suitable for wildlife.
There are plenty of playgrounds etc. and rec center activities, very few areas left in their nearnatural state now. actlaygrousome wildlifew

5/13/2019 12:42 PM

297

very worried about bike lanes interfering with pedestrians

5/13/2019 10:55 AM
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298

Option A: do not like location of outdoor exercise. The meadow must be preserved. It has such a
special feel,calming energy. They don't make anymore green space. It was sad when the arts
center destroyed some of the meadow. Recreation buildings can be put over parking lots, or
industrial areas. Public green space should not be further developed. The location for playground
& youth area is ok, as both those areas are already very degraded. Option B, I don't like the
location of the youth area, playground & outdoor equipment. It will degrade the meadow. I'm also
disappointed that the Garry Oak thicket on the North/ east corner is not part of the restoration
priority. It is my absolute favorite of the park, so peaceful. And with removal of the invasives, the
camas, fawn lilies would be prolific. The bike path will destroy a lot of that area. All the Garry Oak
areas need to be protected from development. It is sad to think that even in public parks, not all
Garry Oak areas are given priority to be protected

5/13/2019 10:22 AM

299

like this one best

5/13/2019 7:55 AM

300

Keep child and youth recreation areas further from natural setting

5/12/2019 9:56 PM

301

I think it's better to keep the youth area away from the residential area; I do think there is plenty of
small kids' playgrounds in Saanich - I see so many that aren't used; I like the idea of the bigger
softball diamond for women's sport.

5/12/2019 2:50 PM

302

I like 1 Tball and one ordinary ball field, covers larger age range. More diverse siting of picnic
areas Youth area more private/separate from walking trail

5/12/2019 1:14 PM

303

The playground and outdoor exercise equipment would be an excellent idea to utilize the space
and having them closer together for families to use.

5/12/2019 10:57 AM

304

Like option 2 the best except the youth area and community garden switch places

5/12/2019 7:50 AM

305

The youth area (12-18 yrs should be very accessible to transportation routes and the bus stop). It
also has a "rustic trail loop". Also, the softball diamond is enhanced, and only has one main field,
thus managing the number of cars and people for games.

5/11/2019 9:32 PM

306

Community food production is very important-the use of that open slope would be ideal. However,
I feel that paving a new trail would take away from the wild feel of that area.

5/11/2019 5:50 PM

307

I do not support such extensive development of the grassy slope below McRae house. I would
actually prefer the children's playground at the beginning of the slope, close to the north end of the
art centre, where Option A has the adult outdoor exercise area.

5/11/2019 1:59 PM

308

I like that the picnic tables and facilities (ex: playground and youth area) are more spread out. As
well, I liked the rustic trails added to the loop.

5/11/2019 11:42 AM

309

I wish the golf course did not take that much room. Can we get rid of it eventually?

5/11/2019 11:42 AM

310

I wouldn't want to see the current chip trail or the degree of difficulty (i.e., grade) of the hills
change. If I had to pick one, then I'd prefer the Option A with the open field between McRae
House and the Rec Centre being used as a community orchard so that the current view is mostly
maintained.

5/10/2019 4:53 PM

311

I like the idea of a larger baseball field, would like it even more if softball could be played there there is a real shortage of softball diamonds.

5/10/2019 2:32 PM

312

I am absolutely against carving up the park by providing out-door play/exercise areas for specific
ages. We have a rec center to fulfill that need. Leave the park in it's natural state. I live on the trail
and have been pleased to see more families with children together on the trail. The key word here
is "together". The trail is a place for family to talk, children to run freely and use their imagination.
People of all ages can destress stress in a peaceful, natural environment. The east/west bike path
is fine as it is. If you pave it, some bikers will go too fast, putting pedestrians at risk. This park
provides a unique environment where walkers, joggers, people with dogs, little children don't have
to have their eyes and ears focused on bikes or cars. There are a good number of elderly people
who use the trail. Those with hearing loss would find it very difficult to hear any warning from
bikers. Personally, I have stopped walking on pedestrian/bike trails. It is not relaxing keeping my
two small dogs on a tight leash to avoid them getting in the way of a bike.

5/10/2019 11:51 AM

313

I want to see the park kept as natural as possible. I do not want to see a north/south bike path in
the park. Cycling and walking along the trails are incompatible. In fact, bikes scare walkers away. I
don't want asphalt in the park either. Use chip wherever possible.

5/10/2019 9:18 AM

314

Respect historic view corridors of McRae House. Prefer area left as is. Orchards require work. Who
is going to maintain that?

5/9/2019 11:19 PM

315

Location and size of youth area in B inappropriate, better in A Not in favour of orchard in A

5/9/2019 10:22 PM

316

Orchard area is better suited to the quiet area north or the rec centre. Kids can be as noisy as they
want near the louder traffic area.

5/9/2019 8:53 PM

317

Both options are good, but I prefer the layout of A

5/9/2019 8:21 PM

318

proposed orchard in a better location. this option seems to have less "development"

5/9/2019 4:53 PM

319

The park priority for all ages should focus on experiencing nature. Don't replicate what other parks
provide. Let children clamber and hide, not play on swings and monkey bars. Youth have other ball
fields close to home. Find successful models of "experiencing nature" without driving to the
country. Thank you to all the volunteers; my walking group favours CHPark.

5/9/2019 4:30 PM

320

Option A has less impact on natural areas

5/9/2019 4:12 PM

321

Using the gravel lot for development, and not “wild “ spaces.

5/9/2019 3:55 PM

322

This seems to preserve the natural environment and ecosystems. I don't support multipurpose
trails - in my opinion they haven't worked on the Galloping Goose because speeding cyclists
jeopardize the safety of pedestrians. Please continue to require cyclists to dismount and preserve
the trails for pedestrians of all ages.

5/9/2019 2:17 PM

323

Fully support a playground for children!

5/9/2019 2:07 PM
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324

I feel strongly that the space already speaks for itself. Some picnic area, improved drainage, and
any enhancement to the natural environment would be welcome. People seeking bicycle
challenges or various play parks have many other choices within the city. Cedar Hill Park is unique
in that it encourages a form of meditation in the natural world.

5/9/2019 11:30 AM

325

Teenagers too close to parked cars in Option A. I can see potential risks with cars/kids on
skateboards. However, I like the size of the orchard/community garden area in Option A better.
Neither option is great. Needs more of a blend of the two.

5/9/2019 10:35 AM

326

Like the location of the youth area better. Closer to all other amenities.

5/9/2019 8:36 AM

327

I think it is counter intuitive to "improve parking" and encourage more vehicles to access a
neighbourhood park. This space cannot be all things for the array of suggestions considered here
and maintain the calm and friendly space. Improving the natural areas is a no brainer but adding
playgrounds, cycle training and picnic tables adds to the maintenance and garbage needing
oversight from staff.

5/9/2019 7:22 AM

328

I would like to majority of the park to stay as natural as possible with more outside amenities near
the rec centre.

5/9/2019 7:13 AM

329

Maintain as much natural green space as possible. Keep children away from adult exercise
equipment area.

5/9/2019 6:58 AM

330

orchard below mcrae house, bike skills in suitable area

5/8/2019 11:22 PM

331

Picnic area near the orchard.

5/8/2019 10:34 PM

332

It seems isolating having the youth area on the other side of the parking lot. Nicer to have all the
kids areas together

5/8/2019 10:27 PM

333

The orchard off Finlayson would be better access for elderly from parking lots, and handicap
acsess. The bike park on slope would be better to keep bikes away from road and parking behind
rec. center. Bike park on slope for better flow of trails.

5/8/2019 10:15 PM

334

As a park, I feel the need for having as much habitat for native species of plants and birds

5/8/2019 10:08 PM

335

A youth bike skills park will add an entirely new element to the age appropriate activities. There is
a nice playground across the street, not needed. Biking is a priority for Victoria, is active and
accessible at any time. This would be the best addition. Much needed in South Saanich.

5/8/2019 10:00 PM

336

I strongly support adding youth and children activities to the natural spaces. A bike skills area is
greatly needed in this area and would fit perfectly on the existing slope. A natural playground
and/or parkour area would also be valuable additions allowing families to walk the loop with a
destination playground.

5/8/2019 9:49 PM

337

Like rustic trail, and community gardens.

5/8/2019 9:40 PM

338

We do not feel the unique landscape should be disturbed.Leave the walking trail alone. There are
few trails away from noise and traffic. Children do not need expense, fancy sports equipment
there. They need green space to run, kick a ball, or whatever.

5/8/2019 9:18 PM

339

Maintains the quiet and green spaces in front of McCrae House, youth 12 to 18 would have more
freedom to be active in the southwest corner.

5/8/2019 8:46 PM

340

If you are going to repurpose the land below the old farm house, I think it should become parking
for the recreation centre as there is often insufficient parking.

5/8/2019 4:47 PM

341

I strongly support initiatives which support the cycling community and youth outdoor activity. I’m
ambivalent on the initiatives I’m not well informed about

5/8/2019 3:58 PM

342

Option B places the youth area in a spot that elders may feel uncomfortable passing along the trail
if there are several youth in the play area.

5/8/2019 3:15 PM

343

I like the ideas that provide more opportunities, other that walking the trail, for people to use the
park.

5/8/2019 1:52 PM

344

Seems like a better layout. Youth area is more visible for safety. Ball diamond is larger. Orchard
closer to heritage house.

5/8/2019 1:31 PM

345

The bike skills course would be better suited to towards the south east corner of the park rather
than the slope below the old McRae farmhouse. an orchard would be great below the farmhouse.

5/8/2019 12:16 PM

346

It was a tough call as both plans look good. I like the idea of the community garden being on the
grassy hill to the north of the rec centre, but could really go either way.

5/8/2019 11:08 AM

347

I don't support development of the park, however, if Saanich must do it, I like the orchard on the
hillside below McRae house rather than beside a parking lot. Irrigation may be an issue on the
steep slope, however. I also don't like the placement of the Youth Area beside the Garry oak
meadow in Option B. Saanich needs to do more to protect Garry Oak ecosystems.

5/8/2019 9:38 AM

348

Would really like to see a place for our local community to do more stuff in local areas. Victoria is a
great place to do outdoor stuff but for our younger ones who cant drive finding good activities
might be not as convenient. Or simply people who dont drive. Providing these awesome things to
do right here in this area would be so great for us to enjoy

5/8/2019 6:57 AM

349

Option B preserves the 2 baseball diamonds. However, consideration about noise levels for
neighbors need to be in place about placement of youth outdoor facilities. Adult outdoor exercise
equipment are under utilized or unsafe for kids so should not be considered.

5/7/2019 9:55 PM

350

I fully support getting a proper bike path from Derby to the end of the park. I commute in that area
every weekday and it is by far safer than being on the road, especially since not all roads around
the park have bike lanes. Love the ideas for getting youth into the park (bike skills area). Make the
park for everyone and not just retired golfers!

5/7/2019 8:57 PM

351

The orchard is much better placed on the slope and away from the road. The youth area with all its
noise will be better placed near the road

5/7/2019 8:19 PM
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352

More attention to restoration and natural habitat spaces. For example, picnic tables not so spread
out to disturb the natural environs

5/7/2019 7:48 PM

353

The slope below Mcrae house must be maintained with native habitat with historical significance
and or combined with a heritage orchard. This area should be used to show the community abd
visitors what an early farmhouse and farm looked like 100 years ago.

5/7/2019 7:47 PM

354

1. no orchard, no softball/baseball. 2. if a kids park, then make it huge, and get Rotary or Lions or
another group to finance, like in Parksville. A huge park will attract way more kids than many
smaller parks for same price. 3. Pickleball courts, at least 8, 12 is better. PB is the fastest growing
sport in N. America. suitable for ages 5 - 90. Hosting tourneys will draw $$ to the community.
nowhere in Vic area has over 4 outdoor courts, which is not enough to accommodate the huge
demand. Outdoor ex equip does not get well used in my observations.

5/7/2019 7:18 PM

355

Community orchard further away from the road; picnic areas in more peaceful spots; youth area in
already gravel spot instead of taking over grass/nature

5/7/2019 6:53 PM

356

I couldn't find the relevant info - I think things should be placed far away from the sensitive eco
systems

5/7/2019 6:49 PM

357

b i think it is more spaced properly and more room for the hopefully coming bike jump park.(please
please please do Not make this like cecelia ravine, more like north saanich freeride park, thanks

5/7/2019 6:33 PM

358

If there is to be an area for youth 12-18yrs, best to have it feel like a part of the park, not part of the
parking lot. It provides the option for families and mixed groups of people to use the park in
relatively close proximity.

5/7/2019 3:35 PM

359

I do not support options that will box in the rec centre and prohibit future expansion.

5/7/2019 1:59 PM

360

I live across the rd from the small park (Cedar Hill Rd and Wetherby/McCrae) I've been there for
50 yrs. Does it have a name? I visit it all the time and love the picnic table and bench there BUT
the garbage can needs to be moved to one end (for smell). another bench? or table? and I would
love to see a water park for kids below McCraes old house. Ty Dawn Clarke Cedar Hill Rd

5/7/2019 1:39 PM

361

Well balanced plan. Love the location of the Orchard Open Field below the McRae House and
Outdoor Exercise Equipment location. Dedicated areas are spread out, nice proportions.

5/7/2019 12:41 PM

362

I think Option B is better because of how the exercise equipment and children/youth areas are
grouped together, so families with children of multiple ages can gather in one space. Picnic area
within the grouping (or one or two tables) would be a nice addition. I also like the new rustic trail
and table from option A as well as the boardwalk over the proposed wetland.

5/7/2019 11:46 AM

363

I'd like to see the area in front of McRae House be an orchard I think that space works and having
the picnic area farther away from the rec center is a good idea. There's already a table , umbrella
and chair area set up on the other side of the rec center. if the ideas to get more people connected
to nature then having the picnic area farther away from the rec center is a good idea

5/7/2019 11:27 AM

364

The least amount of potential and actual disturbance of the existing oak meadow/rocky outcrop
areas is #1 priority. #2 is enabling increase of those oak environments as much as possible

5/7/2019 11:24 AM

365

The trail itself does not need to be re-sloped or re-invented. The fact that hill is in the name of the
golf course trail should indicate that there is going to be a hill, which is a great exercise element to
people walking, running, and hiking on the trail. I do understand that some peoples mobility on the
hill is an issue, but maybe there could be other developments looked up to assist them rather than
digging out the whole hill into the Cedar loop.

5/7/2019 11:17 AM

366

I strongly oppose Option A. The people with disabilities who play on these fields require 2 ball
diamonds. I am ashamed of Saanich for even suggesting that we make life more difficult for this
group using this venue. While the location of the youth area is more appropriate on Option A, I
must strenously object to the treatment of the ball fields.

5/7/2019 11:00 AM

367

I think by adding too many amenities this area will lose it's natural appeal. If you start to allow bike
parks I can assure you that these bikers will start riding on the trails as well. Leave the hills as they
are, it's unfortunate that some older people or people who are physically challenged cannot access
these areas, but you cannot possibly pave and mow down these hills. There are plenty of other
areas at which these people can walk and exercise. Too much intervention will drive a lot of people
away and then it just becomes another busy playground area.

5/7/2019 10:56 AM

368

better location for orchard--south-facing slope

5/7/2019 10:11 AM

369

better overall use of the playing field area

5/7/2019 10:02 AM

370

We have enough improved parks around...paving and playgrounds and ballfields are
Ridiculous..Removing some of the climb/hills also just Ridiculous! Walk/run somewhere else if
seems to tough!!

5/7/2019 7:37 AM

371

Would like the area between the historic home and rec center maintained as natural/greenspace.

5/7/2019 7:32 AM

372

I would love to see a bike park or skateboard park developed in town. I am a cyclist, mountain,
road and commuter. Seeing things developed to encourage youth and adults to get outside would
be wonderful.

5/7/2019 7:30 AM

373

I firmly believe that the neighbourhood could use more facilities for youth. I understand that Cedar
Hill Rec used to have a skateboard park and I think it would be great to have this return. As a
nearby parent of a 12 and 14 year old, I can tell you that this part of town is sorely lacking facilities
to keep teens active outdoors.

5/7/2019 7:12 AM

374

Why ask why... Two options, option A looks better.

5/7/2019 6:45 AM

375

I do not have a preference

5/7/2019 5:49 AM

376

Option B looks like it has larger children's and youth's area, plus more restoration areas

5/7/2019 12:00 AM
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377

i would like to see the area south of McRae house kept more natural, with an under 12 playground
near the Option B choice (just north of the Rec Centre). Garden/Orchard not needed as costly to
maintain and it will encourage more deer in the park. Youth 12-18 area could be where Option B
has the orchard and parking lot. Not sure about popularity of Outdoor exercise equipment.
Important to retain natural areas throughout your project!

5/6/2019 10:30 PM

378

An orchard by the waterbody will provide a better environmental impact than a youth excercise
space. I also feel there are so many playgrounds aimed at young children under 12, we should
focus on older youth that provides them spaces to learn new skills and activity spaces. I don’t think
trails should be paved unless they are permable material, and all plants should be native. Green
infrastructure should be incorporated and using green drainage techniques like swailes, rain
gardens, water storage and sUds should be used. Unused areas should be left for wild flower
meadows for pollinators and insect hotels with signs to talk about them. Be nice to see EV
chargers too

5/6/2019 9:09 PM

379

Having the playground, youth area, and outdoor exercise equipment co-located as in option B is
likely a better design for accommodating families/groups with diverse age ranges. There's also
more topography available to use as part of a potential bike skills area for youth.

5/6/2019 8:03 PM

380

Although I strongly support the idea of a 12-18 area the concrete structures for parkour or a skate
park are not very pretty to look at. I also strongly oppose the bike trail.

5/6/2019 7:57 PM

381

Baseball and softball are impotent sports that require wasteful amounts of dedicated space,
equipment, and time, and they return next to no amount of exercise or multi-purpose skills (or
multi-purpose spaces)

5/6/2019 7:18 PM

382

B seems more logical to me.

5/6/2019 6:27 PM

383

Unable to locate option A or B.

5/6/2019 6:17 PM

384

Personally, I would prefer the area below the McRae farmhouse left as is.....or young children's
playground with picnic tables. The area is currently lovely. I find community gardens often end up
very messy and not very aesthetically pleasing. The area for the older youth should be quite visible
from the road, to discourage loitering etc...I strongly feel that allowing further cycling areas would
be a mistake. We LOVE the log that was put in King's Pond for the turtles and the ducks....THANK
YOU.

5/6/2019 5:28 PM

385

Would love to see a kid's play ground for neighbourhood kids!

5/6/2019 5:24 PM

386

Layout feels like it prioritises children and and cyclists more

5/6/2019 5:16 PM

387

I don't see a big difference between options A and B for layout, but I do think the picnic areas
would get better use if they were near the children and youth play areas.

5/6/2019 4:38 PM

388

Both seem like suitable options

5/6/2019 4:12 PM

389

Like the location of the community orchard/open field better. Better use of that space Think that the
location of the youth area is better in option A. Less emphasis on baseball diamonds in option A

5/6/2019 3:50 PM

390

Youth space beside the playground seems more appropriate, especially for families with children
who would use both spaces. Youth space beside a parking lot (even if for older children) doesn’t
seem like the best idea. Because I would strongly support a bike skills area, this space would be
great to be near the trail.

5/6/2019 3:29 PM

391

I mostly prefer option B, but I think the youth area should be switched with the community orchard.
I also think the picnic areas should be near the playground, and near the ball diamonds. Then
families could enjoy the picnic areas, while utilizing the playground or the ball diamonds. Or the
tranquility of the orchard. The youth area would be easier to access by bicycle if it were closer to
the road where there are already bicycle lanes.

5/6/2019 2:58 PM

392

I like the trees in the centre

5/6/2019 2:12 PM

393

I believe that the trail is best maintained for foot traffic only, to maintain a small environmental
footprint and improve growth of flora local to the area. Absolutely no increase in width of the trail or
use of trail by bikes should be permitted.

5/6/2019 1:56 PM

394

I do not like either option. I would prefer to see the area between the McRae house and the Rec
Center left as is for now. Let the future generations do this. Do you remember the skate park
which was in the park for about 5 or so years and was then torn out?

5/6/2019 1:50 PM

395

Please use some of that space for a multi-use sports field, such as for ultimate frisbee.

5/6/2019 1:31 PM

396

I like the larger area for the youth recreation and that the orchard in option b would provide some
blocking of the view of the existing buildings.

5/6/2019 12:55 PM

397

The field below McRae house should be kept as an “open” space for nature. It does the soul good
to sit and watch the wind in the tall grass on a warm summer day, for instance! Also, there is a
sense of natural openness and peacefulness that just recharges our batteries as we sit there or
walk by.

5/6/2019 11:33 AM

398

This separates activity areas appropriately, and also puts a community orchard away from carpark
and in an area more favourable for fruit trees to thrive.

5/6/2019 11:31 AM

399

playground beside outdoor exercise equipment makes sense, should have at least one large ball
field. i also like the community orchard option

5/6/2019 11:27 AM

400

It would be nice if there was a Skatepark or Dirt jumps

5/6/2019 11:19 AM

401

It is imperative that Mountain bike terrain parks are in location with maximum accessibility for first
aid. I was directed to this form via a Mountain bike group that supports that facility

5/6/2019 11:06 AM

402

Think we need a bike pump track for our kids. Baseballs and softball diamonds dominate other
parks in Saanich let’s make something different and exciting here for people To come to. North
Saanich bike park is a great example

5/6/2019 11:04 AM
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403

I feel that cycling options, both for transportation and recreation, should be made a high priority.
Green transportation is simply good for the community as a whole. Active kids on bikes will
become active teens who become active adults.

5/6/2019 10:40 AM

404

I like the bigger space for the youth area as it could support a bike skills area.

5/6/2019 10:34 AM

405

I think it's a better location for the orchard. Also, the Youth Area will create a lot of need for parking
and I think the existing lots near the pottery studio couldn't accommodate the increase.

5/6/2019 9:16 AM

406

I am in strong support of a youth area for 12-18 year olds. The area is lacking activities for youth in
this age range. I am strong support of a bike skills park and any biking accessibility improvements
in the area.

5/6/2019 8:50 AM

407

Prefer the layout and included amenities

5/6/2019 8:30 AM

408

I don't think the plans describe adequately what the youth park includes. I am not in favour of a
youth bike area within the park, as it will encourage youths to ride on the chip trails to access that
park.

5/6/2019 6:17 AM

409

I think the location of the orchard and the teen area make more sense in this option.

5/5/2019 9:53 PM

410

I feel there is a strong need for more adult non typical adult and youth activity areas in the CRD

5/5/2019 8:14 PM

411

Beter rustic paths. better picnic areas.

5/5/2019 7:39 PM

412

I like where the restoration areas are, but I do not want an accessible trail in the steep areas.

5/5/2019 7:20 PM

413

Do not agree with the 12-18 “playground” 12 year olds playing with 18 year olds (voting adults) are
you crazy? Under 12 should be close to parking for the adult supervision

5/5/2019 4:58 PM

414

Youth and child options pair well with the golf course, which is relatively exclusive

5/5/2019 3:51 PM

415

I feel that if something is not broken why fix it. I am 63 years old and do not have any problem
walking around the trail. I moved here from s.22
a year ago and love walking around the trail. It
is a little challenging in a couple of spots (as you mentioned in your survey) but that is what i like
about it. It makes me feel like i have accomplished something when i can manage to walk the trail.
Your other recommendations are good ideas - kids park, etc. etc. and if there is money for that
well go for it but it is not necessary to change the trail put the money into the other
recommendations.

5/5/2019 1:10 PM

416

I believe the area between the McRae House and Rec Centre should be left as natural green
space

5/5/2019 12:23 PM

417

Better location for community orchard; rustic trail loop.

5/5/2019 11:34 AM

418

I can’t find photos of these options online. Don’t know.

5/5/2019 9:35 AM

419

Bigger youth area

5/5/2019 8:24 AM

420

Not in favour of the orchid - option A made best use of space and equipment for all ages

5/5/2019 8:19 AM

421

There are lots of playgrounds and parks I. This area and few green spaces like cedar hill park. It’s
so great that my family can have a nice walk around the golf course with different terrain that is
quiet and has a great eco system. We love feeding ducks and watching birds and looking for
spiders. Any construction would effect that in a negative way. There are so many places in greater
Victoria for people to take their kids to ride bikes and play at the park why does the golf course (a
heritage site) have to accommodate that.

5/5/2019 8:15 AM

422

Orchard/ garden would need fence to protect from deer. This eliminates access to this part of the
park for most users

5/5/2019 7:30 AM

423

I like the orchard on the hillside, which would be quieter near the arts centre than the bike track.

5/5/2019 5:56 AM

424

Prefer location of older children playground and orchard location and size.

5/5/2019 12:31 AM

425

We are in desperate need of quality playing fields for ultimate. The Victoria Ultimate Players
Society is looking for field space and has $$ to partner with the city. Just need a rectangular area
of maintained grass, can be shared with baseball, cricket, etc. if not fenced off. We have a growing
youth league. A bike park is a HUGE need in this area. Connect it to the trails and/or add a bike
focused trail around the golf course. The slope could be fun for a waterslide too. We have enough
playgrounds, but a small one for siblings would be nice.

5/5/2019 12:31 AM

426

Bigger area for youth but I would like to see it combined with the orchard. Trees help bike parks
retain water and stay cooler. We want a wonderful green bike park with shade and trees and birds.

5/4/2019 11:20 PM

427

I like the location of the bike park and the baseball diamonds. I wish there was a picnic area near
the new under 12 playground though, so families could have outdoor birthday parties there.

5/4/2019 9:45 PM

428

Consolidation of parks!

5/4/2019 8:48 PM

429

I have kids and we need to drive 20min minimum to get to a decent size park where we can ride
bikes or ski or toboggan when there is snow.

5/4/2019 8:43 PM

430

I do not support a north-south bike path in the park as there is no room without damaging the
existing park and most likely making it unsafe for pedestrians, especially children who like to
wander and explore. There are other alternatives for cyclists outside of the park. An orchard may
attract more rodents to the area. Some Saanich funds would be better spent providing sidewalks
for the safety of all pedestrians rather than some of the amenities described above.

5/4/2019 4:40 PM

431

I am in support of all natural and preservation improvements, and admire the efforts of the Monday
morning volunteers. For the past 30 years, I have walked an average of five days a week around
the chip trail, with dogs, children and friends. I've enjoyed the community spirit of the people on the
trail and see the trail well-utilized in all seasons. I consider it very important to preserve and
encourage wildlife and native plant growth. I think it's preferable to have low impact activities such
as walking and running in the Cedar Hill Park areas. I would not like to see more paved areas or
parking lot spaces. Thank you for a great Community Arts Centre.

5/4/2019 4:28 PM

432

Thought it was a better mix of items

5/4/2019 3:39 PM
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433

Better positioning for a potential orchard

5/4/2019 3:29 PM

434

More likely to leave the open field as a field (maybe with trees). Exercise equipment should be
near trail.

5/4/2019 3:16 PM

435

Areas closer to downtown need outdoor activities for youth. A bike skills park would be excellent.
Outside fitness equipment in other areas is rarely in use. I think they are a waste.

5/4/2019 2:47 PM

436

Having the Playground Under 12 Years and the Youth Area 12 to 18 next to each other provides
the opportunity for parents with more than 1 child the ability to supervise both (or multiple children)
using these two different areas, at the same time.

5/4/2019 2:30 PM

437

I love mountain biking, mountain biking is not a crime and needs to be recognized as a legitimate
past time for kids and adults of all ages. Rouge bike trails will be built if skills parks are not
developed.

5/4/2019 10:04 AM

438

just looked more useable

5/4/2019 9:14 AM

439

12-18 youth desperately need community spaces to play and socialize. A bike skills park is a great
way for youth to spend their free time. Ideally, it gives them a space to maintain as a community,
which promotes responsibility. I am 23 now, and am very thankful for the close friends I still have,
which I made riding my bike where I grew up. I would love to see kids in this area have the same
opportunities

5/4/2019 9:08 AM

440

I feel the park should be left as natural as possible.

5/4/2019 7:57 AM

441

12-18 park near playground seems to make sense to me. Outdoor workout areas always seem to
be under utilized. Bike skills park please!

5/3/2019 9:38 PM

442

Looks good

5/3/2019 7:43 PM

443

I like the bigger orchard and the children's playground tucked behind the rec centre (perhaps more
protected from the weather?).

5/3/2019 2:00 PM
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Q22 Open Space in N/E Corner Would you support amenities such as
picnic tables or a Community Orchard in the ‘triangle’ in the N/E corner of
the park?
Answered: 662

Skipped: 236
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Q23 Theme: Park ManagementA number of changes are being
implemented in how and who manages certain elements in the park –
something which the community identified as needing clarification and
fine tuning. Please review the information posted online for more
information.Please choose the top 5 projects you’d like to see at the park:
1 being most important to you and 5 being the least important.
Answered: 653
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Q24 If you have any comments about the proposed action items or
anything else related to the Cedar Hill Park Management Plan please
write them here. (150 words max.)
Answered: 305

Skipped: 593

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I place my trust in the direction of the "Friends of Cedar Hill Park". I appreciate people that do the
work and I know how much time and commitment volunteers have given to this park. I am more
than a little concerned at the lack of gratitude and kindness that is being shown to them. I felt the
Open House lacked completeness, inaccurate information (because the historical info) was not
there. Option A and Option B was so full of felt pens and exclamation marks that one couldn't even
begin to figure things out. I believe it has been the volunteers that have shown leadership and
selfless work on behalf of the community. It would be my hope that those in leadership positions
with Parks and Rec would spend more time in the field, doing the hard work and pulling of broom
etc. and then I feel they may be more understanding to the care and protection of the Park in
general and the hard work to continue to protect it. Thank you!

6/25/2019 10:53 AM

2

I think it may not be the best place for a large youth park. I also wonder if the neighbours are
getting too much say in controlling this park? It's a large asset for entire of Saanich. It'd be nice to
see Cedar Hill Rec Centre be able to expand a bit. Also those baseball fields are barely used.
Please use that open space better first before taking the more picturesque and natural areas to
place human interventions.

6/21/2019 9:36 PM

3

aesthetics and safety of the trail. That is one of the most beautiful parts of the trail, with the high
vegetation and tree canopy - it’s beautiful, quiet and provides such a relaxing experience when
passing through. I am very opposed to anything that would alter that special corner of the park. I
often take my two toddlers through that area and one of the great benefits of that trail is that bikes
aren’t allowed, providing a safer place for little kids to walk and explore.

6/21/2019 7:45 PM

4

Add good quality bike parking - staple-style racks, ideally under cover, at several locations near the
picnic areas and ball diamonds. Scrap the expansion of the motor vehicle parking lots.

6/21/2019 1:45 PM

5

I really think there needs to be more outdoor amenities for exercise, and alternative recreation
options in Saanich. A bike skills area, playground and adult exercise equipment all focus on health
and fitness, and there fun!

6/21/2019 12:44 PM

6

If there is to be a community orchard, then there should also be a community group willing to pick
and prepare the fruit, otherwise there is a strong likelihood of it being left to fall off the trees and
rot. Also picnic areas will increase the likelihood of trash being strewn around the park, so I'm not
in favour at all. It's most important to keep Cedar Hill park as natural as possible for the animals,
birds & insects that rely on it.

6/21/2019 10:50 AM

7

1) Not all parks need to be full of equipment and activities to be useful. Parks can be useful and
healthy for the community and users just by allowing people to be in nature. 2) This park does not
lend itself to peaceful multi use trails (aka bike on trails). There are plenty of other transportation
options. Bikes on park trails in the wrong places can create barriers for other users. In discussing
plans with others in the community I have heard many say they would use the park less if bike use
was increased.

6/20/2019 11:22 PM

8

I think the signage (my third priority) is okay at east Derby entrance but signage at west entrance
and off Finlayson would be good. Focus should be on maintaining and restoring existing natural
areas, not adding 'built' environments and not adding cycling paths. The need for a bike route
through the park needs to be substantiated with user numbers and demographics and alternate
routes on roads that are already paved, with lights, connector routes, ability to regulate, safety,
etc. make more sense from every perspective. This Park sees 14000 walkers a month and they
come for the unique natural setting; they are not walking to commute as cyclists would be. The two
don't co-exist well.

6/20/2019 10:42 PM

9

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input.

6/20/2019 9:51 PM

10

Please consider a piece or two of interesting playground equipment (or even a couple of swings)
in the proposal for picnic tables/orchard in NE field. Lots of local children here. Re: Kings Pond:
Traffic & excessive speed limits are an ongoing significant safety concern here to humans &
wildlife alike.

6/20/2019 2:04 PM

11

I support the development of a youth activity area, but not a skate or bicycle space due to noise
and nuisance issues associated with these activities and because those are typically maledominated activities, which promotes a non-inclusive dynamic. My question to the committee,
municipality, and designers is: Is there no other type of more-inclusive, nature-oriented youth
activity that could be fostered in such a youth-focused area? Ideas: youth garden; youth
grass/beach volleyball court, youth basketball court; grassy open area for youths to picnic, sunbathe, chat with friends, etc?

6/20/2019 12:41 PM

12

Please see my comments on the previous page. Thank you. Please focus on keeping the park
natural while attending to restoration and creating some areas where people can stay and enjoy
the beautiful natural setting. Please do not install manufactured play areas in the green spaces.
Thank you.

6/19/2019 8:19 PM
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13

DO THESE IMPROVEMENTS WELL, BUT ENSURE GOOD SIGHTLINES WHENEVER
POSSIBLE OF THE PERSONAL SAFETY OF ALL. THERE ARE FEWER AND FEWER DECENT
PUBLIC GOLF COURSES AND CEDARHILL IS A GEM IN THE CENTRE OF VICTORIA. I AM
NEW TO VICTORIA,AND MOVED TO EAST SAANICH TO BE CLOSE TO CEDAR HILL PARK
FOR GOLF AND WALKING AND THE REC CENTRE. FANTASTIC! • THE GOLF GREENS ARE
GREAT FOR MODERATELY CHALLENGING EXECUTIVE LENGTH COURSE. IT HAS A
REMARKABLE COEXISTENCE OF GOLF AND PATHS. • PLEASE ENSURE THATTHE DERBY
ROAD BIKE PATH HAS MUCH BETTER SIGNAGE. FOR BETTER HARMONY AND SAFETY
FOR BOTH GOLFERS AND PATH USERS • I STRONGLY RECCOMMNED THAT YOU NEED
TO BETTER ISOLATE BIKE PATHS FROM PEDESTRIANS • KEEP COMMUTER BIKERS IN
THEIR OWN CLEARLY MARKED LANES IN HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS NOTE: MULTIUSE TRAILS
IN EDMONTON IN THE RIVER VALLEY ARE VERY DANGEROUS FOR WALKERS. HAVING
BEEN A TRIATHELETE AND EUROPEAN HOLIDAY CYCLIST I AM NOT ANTI-BIKE BUT I'M
AWARE OF THE HAZZARDS OF MIXING MODERN BIKERS WITH OTHER ACTIVITIES. I HAVE
HAD MANY NEAR MISSES AS A PEDESTRIAN. ACCIDENTS CAN BE LIFE ALTERING FOR
SENIORS. I AM STRONGLY OPPOSED TO CO-MINGLING BIKING AND PEDESTRIAN
ACTIVITIES.

6/19/2019 1:29 PM

14

It is not appropriate to include Park Natural Area Restoration on above theme selections as this
should be ongoing and understood and should always be number one, this also includes
restoration of Bowker Creek and improvements to Kings Pond, these projects should go without
saying and not be included in a priority list like this...this allows more selections in areas that are
on the list which I have included Bicycle trails in the park are an issue that require much more
public consultation...I am a cyclist and the issue is appealing...I am also a walker and appreciate
why there is opposition to this idea...again much more consultation needed. I have previously
given input and would see amenities at the south end of the park including a wheel chair
accessible path around ball field with appropriate native vegetation, including a well thought out
and environmentally sensitive viewing area at Bowker Creek...I have also stated that if the ball
fields remain they could easily be adapted for larger community gatherings and events (this may
include better drainage planning)... My number one priority would be for a world class playground
area surrounded by a picnic and family viewing area...a community garden or orchard could also
meet the need of seniors or other community groups...if these areas are contiguous it would make
for a great gathering place for multi age members of the community I see these projects as
meeting some of the unmet outdoor needs of children, families, seniors, community groups, and
providing some wheelchair access to some of the park. On a last note, I understand the need to
keep operations of the golf course and rec centre separate, but this should in no way diminish the
ongoing need to protect all this park and insure that all areas remain within the public domain and
should continue as a public park in perpetuity. Does this require a bold and clear statement as a
prelude to any vision or planning process.

6/19/2019 9:02 AM

15

I worry if institution of picnic tables, especially in areas not near rec centre, would encourage more
people to DRIVE to those areas with their picnic paraphenalia and would that then require space
taken from Park for car parking? Maybe best to situate picnic tables and any organized activity
areas at rec centre with its existing parking lot. I really expected to see more in survey and info
boards about the value of CHP's Habitat. And less about imposed recreational activities. I have
lived within 2 blocks of park for 31 years and use it almost daily. The single most discussed
element of, or activity in, the park by the greater neighbourhood in all that time was a Bush tit nest.
The greatest value CHP offers our family is rhe opportunity to be in a semi wild space of
extraordinary seasonal Beauty. Children and all of us need wildness and wonderment....please
think habitat when you think Park, not just recreation. Thank you.

6/18/2019 11:00 PM

16

I'm happy to hear about all of the options being considered for cedar hill.

6/18/2019 10:00 PM

17

Too much focus on new infrastructure in a natural park. Only 2 of 14 items related to natural
areas. How about planting trees? Restoring hillside to Fields of camus and fawn lillies? Focusing
on restoring natural areas gives families and kids and elders natural recreation alternatives that
provide for more creative activities. The simple trail draws 50 - 100 people per hour to enjoy a
challenging pleasant walk year round. That's more than use the golf course. You don't need to
pretty it up or make it easier for us seniors. We enjoy the challenge of the hills - they help clean out
the arteries.The items focused on here drive participants to choose amongst mostly hard
infrastructure so will predetermine the bias towards more hard, non-natural infrastructure. I'd rather
see the planning effort abandoned and the park left as is than proceed with a bunch of new
playgrounds, bike paths, and realigned hillside trails - which will also cost a lot more too, taking
money away from natural areas restoration. Your numbering system does not permit one to
replace a choice with a 0 or blank - thus the 14 (lowest priority, not 5th) is given to the unneeded
kids playgrounds. I could only find 4 items worth prioritizing.

6/18/2019 9:17 PM

18

Very exciting!

6/18/2019 8:36 PM

19

Do not make the park too busy ! Walking , and the golf course is enough. A few benches for lunch
. Baseball diamonds are good, . Bicycles on the trail are annoying. Too many fruit trees in Saanich
already not being taken care of . Fruit rotting .

6/18/2019 5:25 PM

20

How about none of these. Please do not spend money to spaces that are already sufficient or for
spaces that will see little use. Financial prudence PLEASE!!!!! UGHHHHHH!

6/18/2019 4:51 PM

21

No destruction of the native areas for a bike path. I am sure the roads paralleling Cedar Hill Park
can be improved to accommodate biking lanes. No to destroying the natural areas that people
enjoy . I understand that there has been a survey to show 800 people per day walk the trail in the
good weather and 400 in the depth of winter

6/18/2019 4:01 PM

22

Get rid of the overflow parking area on the far side of the creek from the Rec Centre. It is very little
used. We will gradually need less car parking space as we move to other forms of transportation.
Use the space to expand Bowker Creek wetland and stream meander. The creek now runs in a
deep ditch. Widen the banks and meander the stream. Use it to slow and infiltrate water from the
Rec Centre and Parking lots. Get Rec centre stormwater out of the storm sewers and into the
wetlands. It can be extraordinarily beautiful and full of birds in native willows and sedges, a jewel
of biodiversity that people will treasure and enjoy on path and boardwalk. The present ditch is not a
good expression of the creek's natural beauty and not doing a good job in its ecosystem and
hydrologic functions for Saanich and Bowker Creek.

6/18/2019 3:43 PM
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23

Being a parent at Doncaster school I have talked to many families who wish for better access
through all parts of the park to support their active transportation preferences.

6/18/2019 3:14 PM

24

Do not attempt to have something for everyone - the rec centre already has tennis, squash, gym,
art facilities, pottery, children's programs etc. I live alongside the park and most people I speak
with want as much natural space as possible. Improve the creek and open the waterways. Allow
the birds space to live and nest. Do not crowd a lot of other structures into the park.

6/18/2019 2:51 PM

25

Please protect our natural areas from bikes, playgrounds, picnic tables etc. We need more natural
areas and not more structures

6/18/2019 1:44 PM

26

The survey is leading the public to Saanich Parks preferred initiatives that favour development at
the expense of green space, natural areas, the landscape of golf course and this very unique area
of Saanich.

6/18/2019 10:40 AM

27

Good work!

6/13/2019 12:39 PM

28

Am a senior who lives nearby and enjoy a quiet walk in a natural, tranquil setting. Look after the
ducks but bicycles have enough routes and spoil the peacefulness of a walk in the park. Thank
you.

6/13/2019 9:40 AM

29

Say no to cycling on chip trail

6/13/2019 9:35 AM

30

I would like to have seen recommendations for pickle ball courts at Cedar Hill Rec Centre, as well
as some outdoor tennis courts. I feel it is very short sighted of this planning team to suggest we
put money into upgrading the baseball fields when they are hardly ever used! I can say this as I
walk the chip trail path 6 out of 7 days a week. Also, in recreation Saanich is sadly lacking in
available pickle ball courts and the Cedar Hill location would be perfect for them. i.e. up in higher
seldom used parking lot - which Deeds delivery services uses to organize their delivery items etc.
This sport is rapidly expanding and becoming a more popular sport for many people such as
seniors and it is time for you to do something about it - providing courts at a central location. We
have lived in Saanich our whole lives and I was disappointed to see that this activity was not even
part of your plan! Very little if any planning or thought put into what seniors may like to do for
recreation.

6/13/2019 9:32 AM

31

No consideration has been given to putting in new outdoor tennis and pickleball courts. There is a
demand for these and at present fitness opportunities for children and seniors. We walk regularly
around the walking path and the activity on the baseball fields is very limited hence spending
community money for unused space is a waste!

6/13/2019 9:21 AM

32

Again, I am a frequent user of the chip trail and walk the full trail frequently. I love the natural
"green" as I walk the trail. No matter what time of day I see people using the trail. I feel so lucky to
have this trail in my neighbourhood. I would be reluctant to see any paving of parts of the trail. I
would be sad to see bike trails introduced since I am sure that would mean expanding the trails to
accomodate the bikes. The speed and motion in my mind would interfere with my walk, and the
calm and connection most of us feel as we walk the trail.

6/12/2019 4:16 PM

33

I suggest lowering the top of the 2x12's that keep the gravel at Kings Pond from flowing into the
pond. It is hard for ducks to get over it, and impossible for ducklings also. Make some steps or
ramps to make it easier. Thanks much s.22
Thanks for "no bread for
feeding the ducks" sign recently put in at Kings Pond

6/12/2019 4:03 PM

34

- [About 5b - Multi-use Trails - review the feasibility of a multi-use pathway] We see the advantage
for cyclists as a connector but would not want to jeopardize the narrow, semi wild footing
pedestrian path - [About 6d - Youth Activities for ages 12 to 18] Let/encourage children using the
wild spaces for play - there are nearby school play areas nearby

6/12/2019 3:50 PM

35

I hope we can look at a new food and drink services vendor for the clubhouse. It would be better if
the food and drink quality to increase to something more in keeping with McCreas Bistro. Less
prefab food. More craft beers.

6/12/2019 11:17 AM

36

The very lowest on the list for me is anything to do with bicycle routes. There has been
waaaaaaay too much of that. There was a great bicycle route made and now it seems that they
are going everywhere rather than a strategic plan.

6/11/2019 2:48 PM

37

I think that a skatepark would be a very good addition due to the fact that a large amount of
teenager skateboard in that area and the only skateparks in the city are far away, and cedar hill is
a very good central location that would make a lot of people very happy.

6/10/2019 1:10 PM

38

Pave it all and put in condos

6/10/2019 12:56 PM

39

Have a parkour type choice for the youth (13+) play area

6/10/2019 12:42 PM

40

Putting in a skate park would be a highly appreciated action.

6/10/2019 12:41 PM

41

a skate park for the teens to hang out at and skate in

6/10/2019 12:37 PM

42

Please ensure elements for older teens and youth are incorporated in a real way.

6/10/2019 9:12 AM

43

I couldn't understand answer how to answer question #23 easily - ie to prioritize the suggested
options for action items . My priorities would be : 1. Natural playground options for children up to
age 12 . 2. Accessible trail / walking options. For all . 3. Improve access for cyclists but not intrude
on ecosystem / safety of pedestrians / privacy & peace of neighbours . 4. Improve Kings pond &
Bowker creek flow/ drainage . 5. Provide seating - picnic benches near rec centre only as access
to washrooms there . NO PICnIC BENCHES at ne end due to noise , proximity to homes safety
risk with high dry grass in spring / summer if smoking or cooking on a grill . Bike trail if considered
in ne corridor should not intrude on safety / peace of neighbouring homes and be divided from
walking trail .

6/10/2019 8:49 AM

44

Strongly against youth bike / recreation park below Mcrae House, but support it in the other
proposed location.

6/9/2019 7:28 PM
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45

Community Orchards, in my experience, do not work. Trees need pruning. A bad year (like this
one with winter moth) there is little or no yield. Problems with how to divide fruit yields. We need
habitat for native birds, pollinators, and mammals. Every playground in the area is oriented to
children. We don't need more of that, but we do need native habitat.

6/9/2019 2:13 PM

46

Currently there is no place for me to walk with my dogs as there are no sidewalks in my
neighbourhood. The chip trail is a safe tranquille natural environment. I do not need to be on my
guard when walking the trail. I can comfortably walk with children and dogs. There is no need for
the exhausting constant vigilance that is required when sharing the space with fast moving
machines. The fastest thing I currently have to be aware of when walking the trail is a jogger. I feel
very safe. The idea of sharing the trail with cyclists is abhorrent to me. Cyclists do not mix well
with pedestrians, children and dogs. The park is a lovely natural place. Expanding the trail to
permit cyclists would destroy the Park's natural ambiance. The expanded trail would become just
another road that one has to watch out for fast moving traffic. There is no need to accommodate
cyclists on the chip trail. Cyclists are a traffic issue not a park issue

6/8/2019 11:02 PM

47

Work with what we have. I don’t support an orchard because I have up to 5 deer in my yard
regularly. To have an orchard would in my opinion not work. The chip trail can be very muddy in
the fall and winter months and so to suggest bike paths when walkers struggle is not appropriate. I
don’t trust that it wouldn’t eventually be paved. So no to any expansion of bike paths. The natural
areas of King’s Pond do not support bikes flying by nor do the walkers of varying ages. Signage for
restrooms could be better identified so people know that there are 2 perfectly great washrooms st
the Cedar Hill Club House. Many people don’t know about it, so once again signage rather than a
lotta potty at King’s Pondwhich would be subject to vandalism, destruction, near a sensitive eco
system and which may prove a neighborhood’s worst nightmare.

6/8/2019 7:06 PM

48

Please do not develop. This park is valued as is for it's natural open green areas and walking
trails. Proposed developments and amenities must be established elsewhere in the municipality.

6/8/2019 3:55 PM

49

Please retain the walking trails for pedestrians only. It is one of the few trails we don’t have to
worry about being run over by bikes.

6/8/2019 1:33 PM

50

Maintaining unpaved walking trails is my very top priority This is one of very few places in Victoria
with a chip trail, so helpful to people who are losing the ability to walk or regaining it after accidents
etc. Keeping the trails drained would enable people to use them year-round. Keeping green space
for children is also important. Further development is not necessary and in some ways is very
undesirable.

6/7/2019 9:05 PM

51

I would really like a bike trail that goes from north to south.

6/7/2019 9:39 AM

52

water stations for drinking would be nice somewhere along the trail. If picnic etc would be a go
ahead, make sure there are recycling bins for plastic bottles etc...

6/7/2019 7:26 AM

53

benches and picnic tables would be useful near the kids playground and also at the orchard site.
Restoration is important but it would be great to have a place for children to connect with nature more hands on then only observing. If we want to have our children grow up to protect nature we
need to provide them with opportunities to connect with nature.

6/6/2019 11:08 PM

54

Multiple covered picnic table areas to offer shade or protection from rain near playground.

6/6/2019 10:31 PM

55

I"d love to see a playground with a toddler section and bigger kid section

6/6/2019 8:51 PM

56

for kings pond i think a basic access point is all needed, don't over develop it good job!

6/6/2019 7:58 PM

57

A new playground would be amazing! Much needed

6/6/2019 7:43 PM

58

Overall I support many of the projects, but feel that they should not be all located at Cedar Hill.
Suggest spread them to parks through out Saanich - Gordon Head, Commonwealth Place, Perks
or other smaller parks. My favorite feature is the chip track please do not change the hills. When I
cannot manage the grade, I will find other paths to walk on like Rithet's Bog, the base of Mount
Doug, Bow Park, Dallas Road. Oswald Park has a playground for small children. Coordinate plans
with other municipalities so that facilities exist in various areas and are not duplicated near by.
Children, youth or adults do not care if they are in Saanich or Victoria or Oak Bay if they like the
playground.

6/6/2019 5:24 PM

59

I’d like To see covered picnic areas for birthday parties or events in case it rains and I’d like to see
them closer to the playground areas.

6/6/2019 5:19 PM

60

We do not need the park "improved". It should be left the way it is. This idea of "improving" is what
threatened to ruin Uplands Park years ago, until wiser heads prevailed.

6/6/2019 4:49 PM

61

We’re excited that activities include activities children and youth, especially bike trails to help
access school supplies and a bike park to play in.

6/6/2019 12:59 PM

62

Will local First Nations people access to natural resources (Camas and other plants) be
respected? Will information signs include Coast Salish place names, and explain Indigenous
contexts? Will local First Nations be involved in this redesign?

6/6/2019 12:05 PM

63

I do not want an upgraded multi-use trail. Bikers and walkers do not mix well. Bikers go too fast
and in general do not respect walkers or runners.

6/6/2019 10:45 AM

64

I think adding more spaces for our 12-18 and seniors is the highest priority. Children 0-12 have
many options, however it is always nice to have new playgrounds

6/6/2019 9:54 AM

65

I live on the trail that runs around the golf course, and use the trail for walking several times a
week. I do not believe the trail should be changed to accommodate bikes, Saanich has plenty of
trails for bikers to use, widening for walkers, and for Mother’s with strollers, would be more
acceptable, the natural aspect of this trail is one of the reasons it is used by so many. Joggers and
runners use the trail and all of the people using the trail accommodate each other, “managing” the
trail would destroy the natural gem that we hold dear in the heart of Saanich. On a more personal
note I am worried if widening the trail will result in unwanted traffic closer to my property, security,
if more traffic is encouraged is of great concern to me

6/6/2019 9:26 AM

66

This could have been presented much better.

6/5/2019 7:03 PM
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67

get rid of the golfing -- this is an old school concept meant to benefit rich people who had the
luxury to talk with politicians and planners

6/4/2019 9:29 PM

68

Again, I will reiterate: s.22
I went to many meetings to STOP the development of
houses next to Diana St. and tennis courts in the ball field. And now it is being suggested that we
need to develop again. Bike lanes are NOT needed. Bikes don't slow down for pedestrians (ie
Lochside) and would ruin the path. Most of the above are NOT needed. Leave the park alone and
green. We have picnic tables near the rec centre. Large groups can rent the rec hall. Restore the
creek and pond only if done sensitively. The exercise equipment could just sit there unused. All the
rest, with the exception of an orchard or a SMALL playground for children, are not needed and
could damage this unique landscape.

6/4/2019 11:26 AM

69

please don't forget about Doncaster Elementary and the opportunity for safe biking to school which
seems lost now that trail signs have been changed (NE corner). there is enough space for multi
use now and forcing kids to bike on busy roads or into cars is not safe or sustainable. please
update signs (cyclists slow or stop when crossing pedestrians, both SHARE the path) and slightly
widen path to safely accommodate both. there is room

6/4/2019 9:18 AM

70

I regularly use the perimeter chip trail and I hope that it will be maintained or upgraded. Lessening
the steep slopes would be nice.

6/3/2019 7:59 PM

71

I support keeping the park natural without built up areas (playgrounds etc). Children play well in
the current wild state. Walkers enjoy nature.

6/3/2019 6:25 PM

72

Please do not pave any of the trail .the chips are much gentler to walk on for aging bodies Please
do not have the trail shared with bicycles other than the east west which is currently in use
The.Galloping Goose now feels hazardous and unpleasant for walkers.and I wouldn't want the
same fate for Cedar Hill Park

6/3/2019 12:46 PM

73

I am not in favour of more bike lanes in our beautiful Cedar Hill Park. There is a north-south bike
lane nearby on Cedar Hill Road, and soon to be lanes on nearby Shelbourne St! The chip trail is
used by seniors, people with strollers, and joggers from the high schools, so safety is an issue.
The lilies and camas need to be protected by not allowing bikes to tear up the trail. The east west
bike trail connecting to Derby and Maplewood could be improved by connecting to the new bike
lanes on Cook that are rarely used. Bikes are travelling too fast on the trail by the golf shop.
Access to the park could be made safer by building a sidewalk from the Tolmie Maplewood
intersection along Tolmie. From a long-time senior who walks the trails.

6/3/2019 9:04 AM

74

I highly support the themes of amenities for all ages and protection and restoration of ecosystems.
I do NOT support the action item of changing the northeast corner at Glacier & Queensbury , as
the suggested plan will destroy the grasslands that provide habitat for butterflies and ruin the
community feel and safety of the path that is used by families to walk to Doncaster elementary
school.

6/3/2019 8:55 AM

75

I love the park the way it is and, in general, would like to see it stay that way. But, most importantly
and above all, no bikes allowed in the park!!! No new trails, paved trails or other amenities that will
attract or encourage these loathsome contraptions!!!

6/3/2019 8:54 AM

76

We do not approve of bikes on the walking trails. We walk on the trails and bikes come roaring by
(no bells!). It is dangerous! One cannot hear the bikes coming and should one take a step to one
side, would be knocked down and would be injured. We live on the 9th fairway and appreciate
seeing all the walkers go by.

6/3/2019 8:50 AM

77

Please do not pave the chip trail to make it more bike friendly.

6/3/2019 8:42 AM

78

If the cycling trail were to go ahead in the NE corner, I believe it should be entirely separate from
the chip trail. The chip trail should be considered sacrosanct as it is so widely used and so much
appreciated. That would mean a cycling trail should be placed on the golf course side to the west
of the tall chain link fence near the townhouse complex. There are already paved paths for golf
carts - could those be made to do double purpose, with some modifications? Any use of NE corner
"triangle" for picnic area would mean providing more parking which would really detract from that
lovely quiet green area.

6/3/2019 8:28 AM

79

Once natural landscapes are altered there is no going back! Let's preserve and enhance this little
piece of Garry Ecosystem as best we can. Nature is a great educator!

6/3/2019 8:15 AM

80

NO access to bicycles in any way shape or form please. Increase enforcement of dog-on-leash
bylaws as it is routine to see a dog disrupting a flock of 100 birds or more with injuries to the birds
common.

6/3/2019 7:24 AM

81

Careful what happens in the NE corner of the park. Be considerate that there are homes located
very close to this section.

6/2/2019 10:21 PM

82

youth amenities absolutely horrible idea. Easy to turn it into teen hangouts and lots of problems to
follow

6/2/2019 6:10 PM

83

Thank you for providing the opportunity to have input. I am generally very happy with the trail I
walk my dog around several times a week. I am very appreciative of the green space. Any
improvements will be a bonus.

6/2/2019 12:00 PM

84

As a resident in the townhouses at the north east corner of the golf course, we are strongly against
the proposed multi-use trail. We walk our dogs at least twice a day along that path, as do seniors
and families. We already have to dodge bikes. We are also opposed to the corner picnic area
adjacent to a number of Oak Hill Estates townhouses. Fine for families, but it already draws
evening crowds that can get quite loud. Both of these proposals would significantly impact our
quality of life.

6/1/2019 5:58 PM

85

Keep cycles out of the park. It is hard enough already to have a leisurely stroll without being run
over. It is fine to say “share the trail” but that is not happening as there is no policing. If there is no
consequence, then cyclists are not going to share the trail with pedestrians and pets.

6/1/2019 4:29 PM

86

We need more gathering spaces and restored green spaces. This draws people in. Out door adult
exercise equipment doesn't get used (sounds like a good idea..but isn't actually used)

6/1/2019 4:29 AM
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87

personally I would like to see the park kept in as much of its natural state as possible..the more
accessories or play areas you place there the less natural and and more invasive it becomes for
wildlife such as there is. too many bikes could degrade both trails and the natural areas..less is
more.

5/31/2019 10:13 PM

88

We need adult wellness equipment in parks.

5/31/2019 3:39 PM

89

Would not want to have any revisions to park infringe on the Cedar Hill recreation complex
expanding to include a swimming pool. What about outdoor tennis courts? Would like to see the an
outdoor adventure playground such as the site in Richmond for which you have pictures.

5/31/2019 7:50 AM

90

Love the trail! It’s pretty awesome as is!

5/30/2019 9:08 PM

91

Fully support space for both under 12 and over 12 year old kids to enjoy play outdoors at no cost.

5/30/2019 7:58 PM

92

As a daily user of the trail I would vehemently be against any expansion of cyclist usage on the
perimeter trail. Updated signage is required at frequent intervals around the trail to indicate the
bylaw (i.e. cyclists to dismount and walk). I have had many instances of near misses involving
cyclists, especially those who speed. The trail provides a unique area in the city which should be
free of vehicular traffic. This must be a safe area as it is used by all ages, some very old and
unable to move quickly, mothers with babies in arms, toddlers, dog walkers and those just
enjoying a peaceful area to enjoy nature or meditate. Any area cleared for possible cyclist use
would hugely detract from the natural delights of the natural vegetation, not to mention the high
costs involved to serve but a few of the population. I understand that Jennifer is too steep for
cyclists, however Cedar Hill X Rd has a bike lane and Cedar Hill Road down to the Rec Centre is
very direct and has relatively minimal traffic. The bottom line is, pedestrians and cyclists do not
mix . . . it is entirely unsafe for all concerned.

5/30/2019 4:32 PM

93

N/E corner bike route--in the park--is a very bad idea (destroying natural environments,
jeopardizing walker safety, diminishing the nature experience, etc.) and should be moved to
adjacent streets for consideration where it would be a much smarter and natural fit. Certainly the
long term goal for CHP is sustainability and enhancement of the natural experience for all to enjoy
NOT a race to multi-purpose mediocrity for a few! Other suggestions under consideration are
worthy of support...this one is not. Enhanced nature interpretive viewing stations and signage
would be a brilliant alternative for consideration.

5/30/2019 3:29 PM

94

Remember the wildlife as preservation is not just about providing activity spaces for kids.

5/30/2019 1:17 PM

95

I really like how this plan incorporates different outdoor recreation and mobility options while at the
same time protecting the natural environment. So many times those objectives are pitted against
each other and this plan seems to demonstrate both are valuable and can contribute to everyone's
quality of life (including our non-human residents), well done and thanks for asking!

5/30/2019 12:59 PM

96

I would like to see the addition of Pickleball courts at Cedar Hill Recreation. The large space in the
back of the building would be an ideal setting for them.

5/30/2019 12:43 PM

97

You might plant Milkweed in the park and encourage Monarch Butterflies to breed in the park.

5/30/2019 12:29 PM

98

There are many more pedestrican than cyclcists usng the trail and many of them are elderly and
people with children. The current rule of having bicyclists dismount is a good one and it is such a
short distance for them to do so that a complete bicycle routs it, in my opinion, not necessary. At
the very least please leave the walking path alone (not combining any of it with a bike path) and
keep it as a cedar chip trail. Paved trails are hard on people with back problems, so it would be
good if the path along the golf course linking the two parts of Derby could be left as gravel. Getting
rid of invasive species that is already being done is a good idea. And cleaning up King's Pond is a
good idea as long as it leaves it as natural as possible.

5/30/2019 11:26 AM

99

This is an active golf course with a walking trail around it, who is going to clean up picnic areas?
The N.E corner is not large and close to residences, why should they have to deal with bikes,
picnicers, as well as golfers and their carts. You would have to make a very large buffer if adding
more things.

5/30/2019 11:16 AM

100

I am concerned about changing the park into a playground/activity centre rather than a quiet place
where plants and birds are the centrepiece and focus.

5/30/2019 10:53 AM

101

I live on church ave. I wish there was an accessible (walking) path going up to queensbury from
cedar hill rd to see the ducks. A path through jennifer park would be fantastic. In light of climate
change I think a massive community tree planting of drought tolarant trees on lawn areas would be
the best idea.

5/30/2019 10:20 AM

102

Pickleball courts please.

5/30/2019 10:18 AM

103

I would like to see the trail stay as it is. Bikes should not be allowed. I would also like to see the
gym (weight room) in the rec centre expanded to accommodate more people, with a wider array of
workout stations.

5/30/2019 10:06 AM

104

I want the park to maintain its natural beauty and environmental function, while accommodating
transportation issues. I don’t like adding in equipment and activities that, to me, will conflict with the
park’s current serenity.

5/30/2019 9:59 AM

105

- upgrades to E-W path very needed (important route for cyclists, but high conflict area)

5/30/2019 9:24 AM

106

Really excited about the shared bike trail being safer

5/30/2019 9:04 AM

107

A kids water park would be amazing in addition to a playground

5/30/2019 8:27 AM

108

I don't live in Saanich. I live in downtown Victoria, but I've been to the park for courses and to walk
with my outdoor rollator. My priorities are amenities for children and youth and universal
accessibility. This survey was VERY EASY to complete. I LOVE parks. They provide access to
nature and outdoor activities.

5/30/2019 8:26 AM

109

As a taxpayer, it does not have to be done all at once. Spread the cost over 5 to 10 years.

5/30/2019 7:50 AM

110

More recreation facilities such as tennis, playgrounds.

5/30/2019 6:48 AM
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111

A bit of a vague survey. Ideally an upgraded bike path is ideal (as a cyclists speaking) but what
does that look like? It’s hard to give approval of an idea when a small blurb is provided. I’ve heard
from others in the community that the proposed path much be much wider than the current. Etc.
Information is king when making decisions.

5/30/2019 5:51 AM

112

Consider adding four dedicated courts for the fastest growing sport in North America ... Pickleball

5/29/2019 8:59 PM

113

I’m totally against any more trails being made for bikes.as an avid walker I’ve seen too many
cyclists in this city go flying up behind pedestrians without slowing down to pass thinking they have
all the path and that we are in the way. Also I don’t think they need to be cutting through a golf
course when there is plenty of bike lanes on the roads now . Walk and enjoy the nature.

5/29/2019 8:09 PM

114

CHP is a valuable community asset that’s mostly serving the recreational needs of a small,
privileged minority, ie- retired, white, male golfers (I know not all golfers fit this description but from
my observations, most do). In these times of climate emergency, it’s ridiculous to continue
maintaining a golf course on what was once a highly productive garry oak meadow managed by
the coastal First Nations. CHP could harmoniously balance natural ecology with active community
engagement, while celebrating its rich Indigenous and agricultural heritage. I would like to see the
park transformed into an innovative urban park that includes: restored natural waterways, riparian
areas and wetlands, extended trail network for public recreation, opportunities for learning about
First Nations land management practices and opportunities for community members to engage in
urban agriculture (allotment plots, orchards and/or a community organic farm that leases 1 acre
plots similar to Haliburton Farms).

5/29/2019 9:54 AM

115

The bike route that goes past the clubhouse is an accident waiting to happen. The sign should be
re-posted that cyclist dismount when passing through this area. If a new north-south bike trail is
developed, it needs to avoid interfering with the 13th teebox in any way.This is the only par 5 on
the course and cannot be changed.

5/28/2019 4:06 PM

116

I believe paving a portion of the trail for cyclists would detract from the natural beauty of the park. It
would also lead to congestion and collisions.

5/28/2019 2:53 PM

117

The park is perfect as it is; it just needs some restoration of natural areas, Bowker Creek & Kings
Pond. Keep it natural. Don't make any more bicycle paths. Don't remove healthy trees.

5/27/2019 8:27 PM

118

Bike crossing by pro shop is terrible. The bikers do not dismount, I have been hit twice by bikes in
the congested area. These people are out of control and almost never dismount. Whenever I have
mentioned the signs I have been sworn at and given the finger too. Bikers do not obey the rules,
find a solution before someone is seriously hurt.

5/27/2019 8:17 PM

119

Intensifying development in south Saanich has enhanced the importance of CHP as a natural
area. Biodiversity conservation, restoration, and passive recreation should become more
prominent. Link together remnant patches of biodiversity. Be bold. Golf can be 50%, not 90% of
the park. Make it more like Stanley Park than a golf course. There is SO MUCH potential. Thanks
for the good work!

5/27/2019 6:45 PM

120

As a cyclist and a golf the East West connector is very dangerous. Cyclist don't want to get off
their bikes and golfers don't pay attention. Also this is popular with dog walkers who walk 3
abreast. All of the users create issues. Also concerned about the NE corner and the potential N-S
bike route. While trying to avoid Derby Hill for cyclist you are creating another potential issue in the
NE corner. If you do a survey / counter in this area - make sure it is in May/June when school is in
place and you get many different users.

5/27/2019 6:35 PM

121

North/south pathway should be pedestrian only - there are quiet roads for bikes to travel in these
directions. Bikes should be walked if using the trail.

5/27/2019 6:24 PM

122

Strongly opposed to any bike path that takes away golf course space

5/27/2019 6:07 PM

123

It would be great to include a picnic shelter so that small events (e.g. birthday parties) could
happen in all weather. Other municipalities have these, Saanich should too! Rather than a bike
skills park, I would prefer another amenity for youth. There is a bike park being added at Topaz
park, not too far from Cedar Hill, and it would be great to have something different in the area.
There wasn't enough space for comments in this survey.

5/27/2019 12:15 PM

124

I don't object to a NS bike lane in concept, provided it does not in any way interfere with the golf
course. That includes noise/movement disruption on the 13th teebox, or any changes to the teebox
that would shorten the hole. Also, the EW path is an accident waiting to happen. Perhaps speed
bumps to slow cyclists?

5/27/2019 11:35 AM

125

instead of planting more grass, flowers, bushes ect that require water and hours of maintenance
for saanich staff...put something else in that is lower cost. such as simple plants and mulch. or
concrete ect

5/26/2019 5:04 PM

126

This area in Saanich is precious! I love being able to walk the golf course...see the birds, the
ducks, the lush vegetation and amazing trees...it adds to my well being! Some areas need
improvement to make walking safer, a bit more information about the kind of wildlife and greenery
around would be wonderful! I would love to see a mural painted on the tennis outdoor wall....that
area is bleak when finishing the walk to the rec centre. I also feel we need to see more young
people using the outdoor fields and park area....whatever can be done to get them away from their
technology would be of benefit long term! Thank you for this opportunity to give feedback! Good
luck...big hug of support and appreciation for all that you are doing...have done and will continue to
do! s.22

5/26/2019 9:37 AM

127

Would love to see Disc Golf course. Fun activity for *everyone*, all ages and skill levels. Fantastic
inclusive activity for whole family and much needed in this area of Saanich. Please include putting
practice area for wheelchair accessible - special needs member LOVES to throw frisbee at basket
hearing the chains rattle brings huge smile but needs to be accessible for his chair. Even my 88
year old Nana loves it but mobility is a challenge so consider that even just for one basket. Would
be a huge hit being a golf course park!

5/25/2019 12:40 PM
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128

The chip/gravel trail needs better maintenance. In the spring, the trail gets narrower as the
greenery grows and parts of the path are now so narrow that only one person can get through at a
time. This is a public health issue due to the increasing threat of tics in the pathside grasses. This
also applies to the connector paths to the surrounding streets. In the winter, parts of the path turn
very muddy and there are large puddles. At times it seems as if Saanich Parks is leaving the path
maintenance to the Golf Course, and vice versa. The small triangular area at Ocean View Road
(East) by the Volunteer entrance appears as unkempt weeds. This is a park entrance, and
certainly needs attention more than the other park entrances.

5/24/2019 6:10 PM

129

i think there needs to be a clear understanding of whether this park area is a nature area or be
taken over by developed areas. If all of the suggested activity areas are built the atmosphere and
environment will not be conducive to a natural park enjoyment and appreciation.

5/24/2019 8:56 AM

130

I don't feel Cedar Hill is the right park for a large youth playground - something smaller perhaps
but that large field should be balanced between something like baseball or that - and then public
gathering space for performances, festivals, music, walking trail, etc. Outdoor activity space for all
ages - eg. shuffleboard, outdoor games, perhaps outdoor theatre/interpretive space for natural and
cultural presentations.

5/23/2019 10:36 PM

131

Not really in favour of a lot of development that will bring more people doing more things in the
park. Leave it much like it is so that the ecosystem doesn't change. I'm not in favour of increased
bike access to the park as there is an increase in ebikes (that can travel at 40kph). The current
bike connection east _ west in the park is about as much as I'd like to see. Travel in the park
should be by foot. Golf and walking is the maximum density level I would want to see.

5/23/2019 9:41 PM

132

I am against the bike trail around any part of the course other than a cut through at the center. If
young kids want to ride then they can go down to the rec center. Older cyclists can use the streets
we are already losing Shelbourne to cyclist instead of improving a side road for that purpose.

5/23/2019 1:30 PM

133

I strongly feel that a bicycle route or picnic area in the northeast corner of the park would
significantly detract from the area, for golfers, homeowners, and path users alike.

5/22/2019 9:15 PM

134

Please keep bikes off the trails, they ride too fast, it is unsafe for the rest of us.

5/22/2019 8:41 AM

135

Do not want bike trail made. Do not want increased bike traffic in area. Will increase bikes coming*
through Oak Hills Property which is not wanted.

5/21/2019 9:16 PM

136

I don't think outdoor exercise equipment is used enough for the cost plus its easy to improvise (ie
use a bench or stairs/railings). Youth/children areas could really increase the utilization of space.
Kings pond area is beautiful but can flood. Things like benches can easily be added later,
especially as part of donations/memorials.

5/21/2019 8:54 PM

137

As a person who uses the golf course twice a week, walks the chip trail regularly, and who has
family so lives on Queensbury, I am very satisfied with the current park and amenities and don’t
feel that additional funds need to be expended for things that aren’t needed.

5/21/2019 7:10 PM

138

The use of bicycles on the chip trail is increasing (40-year resident) and it's becoming dangerous.
Trail gets ruined. Speed of bikes is a real issue.

5/21/2019 5:44 PM

139

A splash pad would be a wonderful addition to a playground! Thank you!

5/21/2019 4:11 PM

140

add pickle ball courts - addresses theme of all ages amenities; and more likely to be used than
outdoor exercise equipment

5/21/2019 1:23 PM

141

Parkour or bike track would be great for the older kids for sure!

5/21/2019 12:06 PM

142

I support the idea of finding uses for dormant areas of the park. particularly keen to see something
for teenagers/youth, often under served by planners.

5/21/2019 11:47 AM

143

- [About 6d - Youth activities for ages 12 to 18] Ropes course (least invasive) - [About 6e Playground for Children under 12] Nature playground

5/21/2019 10:50 AM

144

Strongly opposed to North-South bike corridor. Too much. Cyclists move quickly. I am an avid
cyclist. The width required by Saanich regulations would result in too much destruction of existing,
beautiful ambiance. I walk around the course every week and golf there twice a week. Shelbourne
is being redesigned as an excellent north-south corridor. Let the golf course remain for walkers,
runners, etc.

5/21/2019 10:45 AM

145

The NE corner needs to remain natural. Bikes and pedestrians should not have to always be in
conflict. Bikes can walk the short distance from Epsom down to the road. Lots of older people and
dogs walk the trail and should be able to feel safe and secure from bicycles.

5/21/2019 10:37 AM

146

No bloody bikes on walking trail! The trail is much more used than the golf course, with much less
space needed. Don't kill trees and make it unsafe. Why pick a fight with area residents to please a
small minority? We watch Council votes...

5/21/2019 10:15 AM

147

I walk the trail every day, it's great. Don't change it. No bikes! Develop the Ball Park, and put in
more recreational activities near the Rec Centre.

5/21/2019 10:07 AM

148

Saanich needs more bike parks and opportunities for people to be engaged with cycling.

5/21/2019 9:57 AM

149

I don't think it's a very good idea to have walkers, joggers, dog owners etc. sharing a trail. Being a
cyclist myself I don't want to see a big bike trail added to the walking trail. It is beautiful the way it
is. Passing the clubhouse on a bike can be a problem. I use my bell a lot but sometimes people
just simply ignore it or can't hear me.

5/21/2019 9:52 AM

150

Radical solution to NE Bike Connector need: Saanich should purchase the private strata road
beside the park running between Queens and Doncaster. It would provide an ideal location for the
"missing link". It would be cheaper and easier than building bike lanes and achieve the same
thing.

5/21/2019 9:47 AM

151

I would like to see attention given to restoration of the natural areas - support the "Friends of Cedar
Hill" in their efforts. Also, I support the idea of community gardens and/or heritage apple orchard
on southern slope adjacent to the Rec. Centre.

5/21/2019 9:30 AM

152

The current through way from Queensbury to Glacier is adequate as it is.

5/21/2019 9:20 AM
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153

No more delay - let's get it done! Playgrounds for all ages! [About 5a - Parking Lots and Entrances]
Upgrade - but not increase in size!

5/21/2019 9:16 AM

154

Regarding bike trail - great idea but NOT at the expense of pedestrians who outnumber cyclists 3
to 1!

5/21/2019 9:11 AM

155

More cycling infrastructure is needed in saanich and this area in particular. Too much of the park is
devoted to the golf course. Make it 9 holes and turn space over to other uses and natural areas.

5/21/2019 8:53 AM

156

Just returned from winter in Florida and Mexico and was very impressed with their public facilities.
Especially the inclusion of Pickleball courts. It is the fastest growing sport and we should embrace
the future and provide facilities to the public and creat Pickleball courts in a place like Cedar hill

5/20/2019 8:54 PM

157

I am quite opposed to adding in bike lanes. I really like walking on the chip trails with the dog
walkers and the people running and walking. Please keep it natural and make the environment the
priority. We need this in the city!

5/20/2019 8:51 PM

158

Do you realize people live near the NE corner? NO picnic tables; NO bicycle path. The *&%$#! golf
course already supplies an unreasonable level of noise.

5/20/2019 5:55 PM

159

I am not convinced that the proposed changes are necessary. The information presented about
the potential bike trail is unclear and without clarification I have reservations as I do not know what
the impact of the bike trail will be on the walking trail as well as the quiet enjoyment of residents
along the walking trail. I oppose putting picnic tables in the N/E corner.

5/20/2019 4:33 PM

160

Oakhill estates homes on epsom - golf course s - strongly disagree with benches etc in front of
these homes as will increase noise and upkeep to these areas and after a meeting do NOT want
additional bike traffic on these paths - the walking trails are mostly sed by families and young
children and a lot of seniors - to have additional bike traffic is UNNECESSARY and changes the
quiet relaxation for those using these paths our strata council is willing to meet for discussion

5/20/2019 12:18 PM

s.22
161

#5: DO NOT encourage multi-use...walkers are getting older/less steady on feet & cyclists would
simply speed past with no sense of courtesy. #12: must address the steep trails otherwise it is
impassable for strollers, many senior walkers #19: this just adds to 'too much going on' & would
need more parking..& who wants more asphalt in the park?? #20: can't be providing everything.
SCP focuses on swim/Pearkes ice rinks/GHRC field sports/fitness/pool/ CHP on golf/art
centre/racket sports/natural areas. I encourage you to broaden the use of the natural areas of CHP
as once they are filled in with skate parks/parking lots/wider lanes for bicycles...then where is the
nature/quiet areas to stop and enjoy?? (Vcr sea wall...is a prime example where multi users are
not getting along!!!)

5/19/2019 7:25 PM

162

Mtn bike course a main priority. Also the parkour course as in Langley. Please also consider
frisbee/disc golf course as in Layritz park (could be combined with education signs); also consider
exercise stations along the chip trail to promote running/walking adn breaks for strength training
(low tech/cheap); -super support dogs on leash at all times -no cycle trail from ocean view to derby
on chip trail, improve E-W and then cyclists can use doncaster for N/S (and im a cyclist...) consider seperating "improved asseccibility" and interpretive sign improvement from kings pond.
accessibility improvements are VERY costly for a small proportion whereas improved signs are
benefiting a lot of people at low cost. -also free up access to Rec centre playground instead of
building a new one for small kids (no reason why public funds directed to private company and
restricted access); -consider tennis court (public, not that private club clay proposal); -

5/18/2019 2:10 PM

163

I think a youth oriented feature is critical as none currently exists. I believe that restoration is also
critical.

5/18/2019 1:45 PM

164

The Cedar Hill golf course trail is the ONE place where pedestrians and dog walkers can walk in
peace and safety free from the bicycle hazard.I shudder to think what it would be like to face an e
bike on the trail.Too much green space would be lost in the making of a bike trail AND what are
roads for!!!!!! There are far more walkers that use the trail than any possible bike traffic and this is
recreational for the walkers and would be commuting for the bikes.This is a very poorly thought out
idea. The bike lobby must be pretty strong!

5/18/2019 9:52 AM

165

I strongly support multi-use trails in this area - the golf course/park are a very large obstacle for
neighbourhood connectivity for cycling at the moment, and there are many schools in the area that
would benefit from having this safe route for cycling, as well as for non-school cycling. I hope the
park can accommodate this without losing its natural beauty - I'm sure it could be.

5/17/2019 8:02 PM

166

Please keep bicycles off or away from walking trails. There is enough trouble with speeding bikes,
as is now. Add signs no bicycles on walking paths as Dangerous for walkers

5/17/2019 4:37 PM

167

Disappointed there is no discussion of CH Golf Course i.e. - allowing non-golfers more access to
the very large area devoted solely to golf. Why? Saanich badly needs additional parks and
recreational facilities for all people. How popular is golf today anyway? Three other local courses
have closed. Golf is fading as a sport. [About 5b - Multi-use Trails - improvements to the Derby
road E/W bicycle and pedestrian path] Needs major improvement at midpoint by club house.

5/17/2019 2:36 PM

168

I only wish to emphasize that preserving the beauty of the natural environment should continue to
be the emphasis in this park. While I support a place for kids and families to enjoy playgrounds
and picnics, I'm assuming these same kids and families enjoy the ponds and trees and birds and
the trail itself which is just the right length too (under 5 km), to encourage kids to "go for a walk".
This is a gem of a park - always has been since we moved here 35 years ago. My kids still love it
"as is" and one now brings his own kid here - also like that ball fields are worth restoring! [About 5b
- Multi-use Trails - feasibility of a multi-use pathway connection] What is the rationale? Bike
access to Doncaster School? Would destroy part of natural beauty of the chip trail - kids are
already dismounting and walking bikes - not a big deal! The cost far outweighs the benefits. Most
people on chip trails value its beauty and serenity. Very few would use that bike trail, at huge
expense, and environmental cost.

5/17/2019 2:28 PM

169

I walk the chip trail every day, I call it my "forest bathing" - a term used in Japan. We need quiet,
green, chip trails (not paved), varied terrain, maintenance and peace. I am a cyclist. I am opposed
to the North/South proposal. The map provided at the May 4th 2019 open house is woefully
inadequate. No bikes on the chip trails (east/west Derby okay - commuter route).

5/17/2019 2:02 PM
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170

I walk around the park every day - in sunshine, rain, snow...on the flat...uphill and down, and I am
thankful for such a beautiful trail - with bird song, scurrying rabbits, the occasional owl, falcon,
eagle, deer, raccoon...It would be a retrograde step to develop i.e. overdevelop such a beautiful
natural area.

5/17/2019 1:50 PM

171

There should be no consideration given to any proposal that the pedestrian chip trail be adjusted
to accommodate bicycle traffic. The number of cyclists who appear on the trail has increased over
the past 25 years. Entrances to the trail require more signage indicating it is not a bicycle route.
The danger to child pram-users, dog-walkers, and seniors is significant.

5/17/2019 12:11 PM

172

Please fix roads, sidewalks, and remove traffic calming circles that don't work before destroying
"Mother Nature" in the C H Park

5/17/2019 12:06 PM

173

- Please build significant jumps for youth with some intermediate and advanced lines - Please go
back to the schools and get kids' feedback on what's important to them - Please bring your boards
to Gordon Head Skate Park for feedback - I'm seeing few families at Cedar Hill today

5/17/2019 12:00 PM

174

I would like to see a family picnic area and young children's playground. Also, improve walk
around baseball diamond and rec. centre for all to enjoy. And return full service restaurant to the
clubhouse. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner!

5/17/2019 11:55 AM

175

Thanks! It all looks exciting. And is hard to prioritize, so many lovely options - any will be
wonderful.

5/17/2019 10:35 AM

176

- [About 5b - Multi-use Trails - feasibility of multi-use pathway connection] Trail should go through
to connect with Derby! - [About 5c - Accessible Trails - two steep trail sections] The trail does not
need to be relocated - just upgrade, smooth out rocks, add chips so it is not slippery - leave
steepness! - [About 6d - Youth Activities] No bikes - kids would ride chip trails to get to course, trail
not wide enough for walkers and bikes - [About 6g - Community Orchard/Garden] Hillside below
McRae House - good location for orchard and kids playground

5/17/2019 9:57 AM

177

Since it is clearly unrealistic to expect bylaw enforcement officers to enforce on-leash dog laws,
and since dog owners are unable to obey the laws, especially early in the morning, the park should
be made dog free.

5/17/2019 9:49 AM

178

Walk way by fence

5/17/2019 9:42 AM

179

Some type of bike path needs to be created. Doncaster Hill is too steep and the private road
causes issues - (i.e. people who live there yelling at cyclists) - it is a natural, flat cut through to
Epsom and Ascot. Negotiate something with the golf course. Also: please do something about the
Club House - it should have a proper restaurant. It used to be great for the neighbourhood. Totally
ridiculous how it is operating now.

5/17/2019 9:39 AM

180

We need more natural areas, not areas set aside for specific uses by specific activity seekers. If
anything, areas need to be set aside for Garry Oak meadow restoration, and not for humans. Food
security is good too, but playgrounds and Bike Parks are unacceptable.

5/17/2019 9:27 AM

181

FYI - Really the Bowker Creek and Kings Pond should both go ahead no matter what - i.e. along
with the social spaces, play areas for younger children, orchards and baseball spaces. i.e. all
important - [About 6g - Community Orchard/Garden] e.g. Shelbourne Community Kitchen

5/17/2019 9:20 AM

182

See previous. - Please no off leash dogs, parkour, bike skills, pavement, development of beautiful
open fields that could be restored - Please protect green spaces for our children and youth - We do
not need another playground - There are 2 excellent playgrounds close by and that could be
improved if Saanich/Victoria wanted (North Dairy and Shelbourne) - Leave green space!!!!!! [About 5c - Accessible Trails - two steep trail sections] This is awesome for running/cardio and
beautiful - [About 6a - Baseball Diamonds] Do we need 2???

5/17/2019 9:13 AM

183

You seem to have considered everything! Please make these things happen in less than 10 years!
Love the idea about public education. Encourage people to come to the park in ways other than
cars! Parking lots should not be a priority! Large covered bike racks with repair post, water bottle
filler and fountain. Info re bus routes to the park. Keep the chip trail forever!

5/17/2019 8:55 AM

184

There are lots of conventional areas for recreation in Saanich. This area is ecologically unique
within the city and should stay so and be restored. No pavement. No dogs off leash. No
playgrounds.

5/17/2019 8:46 AM

185

A north-south bicycle trail is a great need in this area of the District. I am very dismayed at the
opposition of the local community association. I believe that multiple options for travel are needed
and a route around the Doncaster Drive hill is needed for cyclists. Cedar Hill Road would need
major improvements to take on bicycle traffic, so the best option is a trail in the Cedar Hill Park.
Well done!

5/17/2019 8:20 AM

186

I would love to see the green space near the old McCrae house, the section near Diana and the
section on the west side restored to it natural state like Playfair Park has been. As someone who
grew the area it breaks my heart to see what has happened with the invasives.

5/17/2019 8:02 AM

187

A bike path in the NE would be popular connecting the Doncaster neighbourhood with Braefoot
and Renyolds and the Galloping Goose and Lochside trails.

5/16/2019 6:08 PM

188

- [About 5b - Multi-use Trails] Bikes and walkers DON'T mix - reference Lochside Trail - [About 6b
- Benches and Picnic Tables] Tables will turn into "hang out" areas

5/16/2019 3:07 PM

189

- Significant costs associated with Bowker Creek - Bike trail needs a professional concept plan

5/16/2019 3:03 PM

190

Bike skills park!!!

5/16/2019 2:47 PM

191

- Enforce "on" leash trail - Leave chip trail for walkers. Just say "no" to aggressive bikers. - [About
5b - Multi-use Trails] Since that trail has gone in bikers saw that as opening up the whole chip trail
to the very aggressive bike riders. Remember there are a lot more ped's than bikers.

5/16/2019 2:46 PM

192

Keep bikes out of the park

5/16/2019 2:20 PM

193

Zero bikes on any trails. Let's stick to walking only.

5/16/2019 12:50 PM
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194

I have jogged [the trail] for years nearly 40 and appreciate what maintenance has done to upgrade
(i.e. drainage)

5/16/2019 12:01 PM

195

I would like the steep hillside above King's Pond to be more level. I find the loose gravel
dangerous.

5/16/2019 11:40 AM

196

- Need a long term mission statement reflecting what the mission of the park is now and in the
future - [About 4c - Natural Areas Preservation and Restoration] Need financial support of city.
After all this is a park.

5/16/2019 11:36 AM

197

Great community outreach on the Plan! Best wishes.

5/16/2019 10:15 AM

198

I strongly support increases to natural habitat and restoration of damaged areas. The park-like
character of the park should be retained or improved. Destroying existing slopes is a terrible idea
that will change the nature of the park and reduce the quality of popular activities such as running
and vigorous walking. Bikes should be kept out of the park apart from the Derby corridor—local
neighbourhoods already have good bike routes, and the park trail, which is excellent for walking
and running, is compromised by bike traffic. I say this as a regular trail user and also a cyclist
(recreational and commuting). I urge you to keep Cedar Hill as wild as possible. I live a kilometre
from the park and use the trail and/or rec centre almost daily. Major changes, other than
restoration of natural areas, are decidedly unwelcome.

5/16/2019 10:13 AM

199

I love the chip trail and use it often. I like the natural feeling of the park and would like it to stay that
way.

5/16/2019 9:54 AM

200

If northeast area is developed for picnics, etc. be sure to include washrooms.

5/16/2019 9:51 AM

201

I'm not a fan of bicycles on the walking path. Its very busy and I'm concerned there could be
collisions. I believe the trail through the middle of the golf course is sufficient for cyclists

5/16/2019 9:37 AM

202

Make sure some of the picnic tables are shaded or have some sort of canopy.

5/16/2019 8:28 AM

203

We used the previous comment box for our thought. Please try and keep the trail around the golf
course as quiet and natural as it already is.

5/16/2019 8:24 AM

204

Outdoor excerise equipment is total waste of money.. design is inappropriate for normal human
body and best left for indoor use. Little areas for people to sit and socialize are healthier or a dog
run area? Natural movement exercise (walking etc) is healthier

5/16/2019 8:13 AM

205

It seems like redevelopment is geared toward increasing visitor traffic in a big way. You can’t do
that and preserve wetlands and pond spaces. It’s being treated like a city park and it’s much more
unique of a space.

5/16/2019 7:44 AM

206

I hope that the unsaved trails will remain off limits to bicycles.

5/16/2019 6:08 AM

207

Restoration of Bowker Creek and Kings Pond and natural area restoration must be the priority. The
existing chip trail should be maintained as a chip trail. Amenities must not be at the expense of the
natural areas.

5/15/2019 5:27 PM

208

The plans for bike paths are not enough. Any new bike path should extend the full length of the
park. Dedicating the majority of the park land to the golf course is not an equitable use of land in a
growing city. The entire golf course should be removed to allow for an expanded park, better bike
and walking paths and additional housing especially seniors and social housing near the rec
centre.

5/15/2019 3:34 PM

209

I would like to see dumping by Saanich & others stopped in the park. We have too much poison
hemlock and Canada thistle. I'd like to see the current mounds graded to allow mowing. I'd like to
see actual change by enforcement of the bylaws. I would also like to know where Saanich is going
with the recreation centre. I'd like to see work done & completed to municipal standards.

5/15/2019 10:53 AM

210

Please consider safety and transportation networks around the park. In the past few years, car
traffic has gotten much faster and more aggressive on roads surrounding the park. This threatens
our children who need to learn independence and how to walk and cycle safely through the
neighbourhoods around the park. Enhancing cycling through and around the park should be a
high priority. Consider multi- texture paving to allow for safe multiple use (see example of
Galloping Goose just south of trestle bridge in Vic West). Also consider traffic calming (speed
humps etc.) on nearby roads. Thank you!

5/15/2019 7:05 AM

211

The development of artificial recreation facilities reduces open space, and appreciably increases
park management costs (these spaces must be well managed if they are built); unstructured
openspace is a valuable amenity, many people walk their dogs and increasing structured public
space adds to the potential conflict between various users

5/14/2019 9:19 PM

212

I really don't like the idea of clearing space for bike trails from Derby to Queensbury. However, if
we can't find a way to get cyclists to stop ripping through there then it may be best. I don't think
that the hill behind the rec centre needs much attention as the trail is rather wide and has no
exposed rock. The other hill reference definitely needs some help. Getting a stroller through there
is a real pain. I would also add the hill from the Derby connector up to James Heights lots of
exposed rock makes it hard to navigate as well. Thanks for listening!

5/14/2019 8:17 PM

213

Thank you for the consultation; keep Ceder Hill natural, quiet, peaceful.

5/14/2019 7:33 PM

214

i usually walk the perimeter chip trail 3 times a week. Very much enjoy a pathway that does not
have bikes.Accordingly i do not support a mixed used trail

5/14/2019 6:53 PM

215

Difficult survey. It hardly gives me REAL CHOICES since several times in a question i wanted to
strongly disagree, and also strongly agree. So, you cannot conclude that you really know my
preferences.

5/14/2019 3:16 PM

216

Bike skills park would be great for youth.

5/14/2019 2:25 PM

217

No bikes anywhere on any trails!

5/14/2019 9:26 AM

218

a parkour area or bike skills park would be amazing for the youth part

5/13/2019 10:09 PM
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219

currently we walk around the chip trail often. It is our sincere desire that this remain a walking only
trail. I cannot imagine having to share this with bikes.

5/13/2019 1:57 PM

220

I don’t like the way this is presented because I don’t think all this development in the park is good. I
don’t know how bikes can safely be added to the NE part of the park and still have it safe for
pedestrians. I would hate to see any of the path paved because it is good for running as it is.

5/13/2019 11:01 AM

221

I'm totally against the new planned bike path on the N/e corner destroying any part of the Garry
Oak natural areas. I'm also saddened that the meadow below McRae house won't be preserved.
An Orchard would be ok, but a garden would require fencing & gates to keep the deer out.
Effectively excluding the general public from that area.

5/13/2019 10:28 AM

222

most important to restore and maintain natural areas and keep trails well0maintained for easy
access for seniors. King's Pond restoration very important to me, with moving the walkway away
from the pond for more protection of waterfowl. I am not in favour of more recreation spaces,
especially tennis courts, large public areas as these contradict the attempt to preserve the natural
spaces.

5/13/2019 8:03 AM

223

North south Bike path is critical as there is not really any other option for AAA connectivity unless
saanich expropriates a bike right of way through the private road on the adjacent strata lands.
Opponents to this proposal should be asked to suggest alternatives given that maintaining status
quo is not an option.

5/12/2019 10:00 PM

224

The cycling path from East-West/Queensbury/top of Epsom, to the middle section of the golf
course is the most important item in my view. Moving the path at the top of epsom, to the east side
of the golf course could be a solution.

5/12/2019 2:55 PM

225

Although I am very much against the full bike path sketched for the NE corner (Ascot Rd to Derby
Rd), I think that the W/E part from Maplewood/Blenkinsop to Epsom could provide a safe route to
Cedar Hill XRd and possibly to Derby via Doncaster. I would also love to see the seasonal wetland
to the north of Kings Pond acquired from the landowner and added to the park.

5/12/2019 1:23 PM

226

Even though I ride a bike I do not agree with spending money to explore the feasibility of a north
south route in the park. The trails are heavily used by walkers. Pedestrians and bikers do not mix
well in Victoria. Even if the trail is separate from the pedestrians trail it would need structures to
protect the bikers from golf balls.

5/12/2019 12:35 PM

227

I hike the park frequently and definitely see the need in the area for a playground, picnic area and
outdoor exercise equipment. The upgrade to the ponds etc. I promote as well as that is important.

5/12/2019 11:11 AM

228

Suggest staging construction into 3+ phases to minimize disruption and access, as the current
facilities have heavy use. Also, suggest aligning Bowker Creek design with a broader regional
vision for the watershed. This could leverage other complementary initiatives with Oak Bay,
Victoria, CRD, etc.

5/11/2019 9:35 PM

229

In order to keep the natural ambiance of the park, it seems like less is better to me. I also support
the installation of some picnic tables and benches.

5/11/2019 2:05 PM

230

No bikes on walking trail ever!!!!!

5/11/2019 10:27 AM

231

I use the chip trail almost daily. I like that it's a challenging trail where I can get a good workout
without having to go out of town to find hills. It's feel that it's proximity to downtown is convenient
and as a result I get more exercise. I also like that it's mostly a chip trail which is soft on the joints.
Finally, I feel safe going there on my own. As a former bike commuter, I have often used the
Galloping Goose and Lochside trails and I feel that they are excellent trails for commuters,
however, I don't enjoy walking on them because of the bikes, they are paved and they are flat. I
guess I like the park the way it is due to the nature, peaceful open green spaces, and beautiful
views.

5/10/2019 5:07 PM

232

If I were to suggest doing anything, it would be the playground. There are so many children in the
surrounding community and a playground would be a real asset.

5/10/2019 2:34 PM

233

I would like to see the Park kept in as natural a state as possible while improving wildlife habitat,
water courses, etc. I encourage the improvement of walking, and bicycling trails and places of
solitude which can be enjoyed by Saanich residents into the future.

5/10/2019 1:15 PM

234

Re: accessible trail near the Rec Centre There is already a trail on the west side of the Rec Centre

5/10/2019 12:01 PM

235

I've already answered this question above. I want to see the park kept as natural as possible. Use
chip, not asphalt. Develop the park as little as possible. That means a minimal amount of
infrastructure. No bikes, other than on the corridor route. Cycling and walking are incompatible.
Bikes on trails will drive walkers away. Keep Kings Pond as natural as possible. NB I walk around
the park on a regular basis. It is one of my favourite Saanich parks for this purpose.

5/10/2019 9:22 AM

236

What happened to the temporary art proposed for the park? What about the amphitheatre
proposed as part of the arts addition. Why is that not included. The Arts component of the CH
Centre has been completely ignored. Youth over the age of 14 won't be interested in hanging out
on the outdoor equipment. The disgracefull mess at the top of the hill by McRae House has not
been addressed. The equipment, piles of rubbish, and materials has intruded into every space. It's
incroached into the parking which impacts Saanich Volunteer Services. Why is the community
notice board that used to be at the recreation centre by the golf club. There is nothing at the rec
centre to inform the community of what is happening in the community. Why does every inch of the
park have to be covered with something. Can't the outdoor space just be respected for being
there. Let's be able to hear the birds sing and enjoy nature. King's pond has been restored in the
past. No need for studies, portable toilets or intervention.

5/9/2019 11:35 PM

237

I see nothing but conflict and injury with a bike path going down hole #13

5/9/2019 8:57 PM

238

The addition of a cycling trail even on part of the walkway would modify the ease and enjoyment of
a total walking experience - rare in the city now.

5/9/2019 11:35 AM
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239

At no time should the circular path around the golf course be shared with bicycles. However, I see
no issue with a cross-path (the trail that cuts through the middle of the golf course by the
clubhouse) as a shared bicycle path and have stop signs for pedestrian traffic to allow bikes to
travel through without stopping.

5/9/2019 10:40 AM

240

I'm very opposed to the possibility of encouraging any kind of cycling in the park. There are plenty
of roads with bike lanes. Keep the park for pedestrians please.

5/9/2019 10:16 AM

241

The few volunteers cannot possibly manage the increased demands of the expectations of this
range of activities in the available space.

5/9/2019 7:29 AM

242

Amenities are needed. For children, youth, and families. Picnic tables would bring families into the
park to enjoy the natural spaces. I love the natural surroundings of the park and feel strongly that
thoughtful development that adds amenities for the community can be balanced with maintaining
the natural areas. We CAN have it both ways!

5/8/2019 9:57 PM

243

We do not feel the green space and unique landscape should be altered. For children - they do not
need expensive, elaborate equipment but need open green space to run, play, kick ball, etc. Leave
the chip trail for pedestrians. Any bikes should be dismounted.

5/8/2019 9:27 PM

244

Thank you for asking for feedback from the public.

5/8/2019 8:49 PM

245

5. my fifth most important activity (which you don't have listed here) is to add more parking spaces
to the cedar hill rec centre parking lot.

5/8/2019 4:53 PM

246

I would like to see a "designated", "fenced" "off leash" dog park incorporated. (will bring community
together and allow dogs to be off leash - change by-law if need be).

5/8/2019 3:28 PM

247

i am hoping what you mean by reviewing NE corner see if a bike route could work means a bike
path from from Glacier to Queensbury

5/8/2019 1:59 PM

248

Park is being beautifully maintained.

5/8/2019 1:39 PM

249

I strongly support the north-south bike trail between Glacier and Queensbury/Epsom. The south
connection could also easily include Diana street for north-south travel. The Epsom connection
would allow riders to bypass the private road in the townhouse site, and avoid the big hill on
Jennifer/Doncaster and bad continuation onto Cedar Hill X Rd. which is unsuitable for bikes.
Epson Road links nicely northward to Braefoot, with pedestrian light crossings at Cedar hill X Rd.
and Mackenzie. The proposed trail would ideally be separated from the footpath where possible,
but could be combined where space is limited. The bike trail should be located on the east side of
the footpath to avoid two crossings of the footpath. Gravel surface is required for the bike path.

5/8/2019 12:32 PM

250

Please do NOT create bike paths in areas where the walking paths are currently in place!

5/8/2019 10:03 AM

251

Cedar Hill Park is a beautiful natural area. Please reconsider any plan that involves paving. I
would like to see the Kings Pond area restored, but cannot support the plan, as it involves further
development in the name of accessibility.

5/8/2019 9:44 AM

252

Consider natural play spaces rather than metal and rubber structures in primary colours.

5/7/2019 10:01 PM

253

We need to keep as much nature as we can in our community especially the Cedar Hill area
where we are surrounded by busy streets. Lets keep it beautiful and natural.

5/7/2019 8:22 PM

254

Restoration of garry oak and camis meadows. Victoria has numerous human made playgrounds.
Nature walks for all ages are rare. Frogs should be heard more commonly.

5/7/2019 8:01 PM

255

1. no paved trails; joggers who run on chip trails don't get injured like on paved trails. 2. no
orchard, no ball fields (number who use them is very limited, sit empty much of the time 3.
Pickleball courts, 8-12 they would have more use than the golf course per square metre space and
give community $$ if more courts when tourneys could be held. wider age range than any other
activity, including golf. 4. no kids playground or HUGE playground 5. picnic tables, more cater to
families 6. Kings Pond area is good the way it is, but maybe more parking needed. The natural
setting is good, no paving.

5/7/2019 7:27 PM

256

Not in favour of adding bike paths as they would take away green spaces and natural areas.
Improved fencing along paths that routinely have golf balls land dangerously near would be good.

5/7/2019 7:07 PM

257

make the (hopefully coming) bike park more like north saanich bike park(professanial and good
matience jumps) and not like the joke that cecelia ravine is. literately no one goes there it was
useless to anyone that was okay at biking. because that was very easy AND not mantained at all
really.

5/7/2019 6:38 PM

258

I feel the emphasis should be on nature. In an ideal world, the golf course would be
decommissioned and the entire area become a proper park. There are enough golf courses in the
world.

5/7/2019 4:24 PM

259

don't box in the rec centre.

5/7/2019 2:00 PM

260

Well Done Planning! Thanks Barb

5/7/2019 12:54 PM

261

a playground for under 12 year kids should be nature themed in its appearance (rustic?) and
intent

5/7/2019 11:27 AM

262

From the discussions at the open house I agreed with the suggestion that the multi-use trail should
be connected to the multi-use trail at Derby, rather than Glacier. I would encourage a survey be
taken of cyclists and those in wheelchairs or baby carriages who might use this facility, to identify
where they are going to or coming from. For a multipurpose trail, it might be appropriate to extend
it to Ocean View. Fixing the Derby Trail to a lit, paved surface with separation for the golfers from
the other users should be the first priority, as it currently serves a significant commuter population.

5/7/2019 11:09 AM

263

I agree with the majority of previous public input--leave it alone, it works pretty well as it is at
present.

5/7/2019 10:15 AM

264

Seems like most of the space in the park is allocated to one recreational group ie the golfers.
Doesn't seem fair given all the other users and needs which have to be fitted in the remaining
area.

5/7/2019 7:36 AM
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I want more accessible bike routes that connect safely to other routes in the city that are not busy
roads. This with decrease the amount cars on the road and encourage healthy family activities. I
would love to see a bike skills park, as well as a skatepark. This would be meeting the needs of all
of our community.

5/7/2019 5:53 AM

266

My husband and I are regular cyclists and we do not recommend have cyclists on the Cedar Hill
Park trails, EXCEPT for the Derby East/West multi-use connector.

5/6/2019 10:40 PM

267

See before comments

5/6/2019 9:12 PM

268

I am looking for a safe bike route to get kindergartener to Doncaster. NE corner of the park is my
whole problem. Give us a bike connection and we’ll have a safe route to school! Please.

5/6/2019 9:06 PM

269

Improving cycling connections is a great initiative, as the main north south roads on either side of
the park (Maplewood, Cedar Hill) both have significant topography/inconsistent shoulders and/or
bike lanes. A youth bicycle skills park would be an excellent amenity!

5/6/2019 8:07 PM

270

I love the idea of a community orchard! The trail has been vital to my health and well being all my
life. My health always deteriorates when I live far from the trail. I'm also concerned about the
development that's been going on lately. Preserving this natural area in the city should be the top
priority

5/6/2019 8:04 PM

271

Don't let the NIMBYs block the building of functional throughways for walkers, bikers, and other
self-propelled people trying to travel through the park. That north-east corridor is badly needed for
people travelling through Saanich.

5/6/2019 7:21 PM

272

Community orchard on the slope ... above and east of the recreation center? ( Seems like an ideal
location and picturesque!)

5/6/2019 6:26 PM

273

Please see previous comments.

5/6/2019 5:32 PM

274

Would be great to have disc golf incorporated - either in coordination with the golf course or for the
youth amenities.

5/6/2019 3:52 PM

275

I am fully supportive of a bike skills area for children and youth. We need more spaces for children
to build strong bike skills and this would be an excellent location for this.

5/6/2019 3:34 PM

276

Please do not put a bicycle route in the northeast corner. I believe it would destroy the beauty and
the tranquility of the trip trail. I have also personally been hit by someone riding a bicycle on a
multi use trail. As someone with a small child, and dogs, I believe it would create many problems. I
live on Derby Road, and know first hand how fast the cyclists tend to ride. The greater Victoria
area has spent a lot of money to put in bike lanes around the city. I would love to see a few places
kept for pedestrians only.

5/6/2019 3:10 PM

277

I would like to see a bike park, separate bike trails, disc golf and fields for ultimate (shared with
baseball is okay).

5/6/2019 1:36 PM

278

Would you consider ‘developing’ the area around the McRae house itself in the following ways:
planting a heritage flower garden around the house with the sort of flowers and plants that a lovely
garden of that era would have had. And then, making a smooth walkway to the bench you have
kindly installed on the southwest side of the house, so that people with limited mobility could enjoy
the unique grand vistas of the field and city and beyond stretching out before them. Also, even
though the pheasants and bats and quail are gone there are still a lot of wild creatures to discover
on daily walks on the trail around the golf course. I couldn’t believe my eyes when I saw a muskrat
one day this winter in the small seasonal creek in the stretch of trail just along Diana Place! Not to
mention wild rabbits and all sorts of birds (even some snow geese for a few days last fall). How to
improve the park without losing all the creatures’ habitats? The last couple of years the number of
bikes on the actual trail itself (not talking about the Derby connector here) has rapidly increased to
the point of being hazardous to walks of all ages. The cyclists do not dismount, or slow down, or let
you know they are coming, or even yield the right of way to a walker. It is very hard for young
children or older folks to jump out of the way - many of us have been bumped or banged or very
frightened. The bike situation seems to be increasing in intensity. Could there at least be better
signage at ALL the entrances to the trail clearly denoting what the rules are for taking a bike ( or
unicycle , or a motorized conveyance be it wheelchair, scooter, electric motorbike, or motorized
skateboard - all of which are frequently on the trail!!).

5/6/2019 11:59 AM

279

I feel strongly that the riparian and buffer areas between golf course and chip trail must be
preserved. Proposed bike path would cut through bird nesting habitat and all sorts of valuable
natural growth and must not be allowed. I'm a cyclist and am happy to keep walking my bike on the
stretch in question until it links with Diana/Doncaster/Derby.

5/6/2019 11:37 AM

280

A skatepark would be valuable

5/6/2019 11:20 AM

281

I would like to see the park accessible for family riding with trails and bike skills.

5/6/2019 10:38 AM

282

I think making a multi-use bike (actually riding a bike), walk, run path on the north side, only needs
to go to Glacier - not Derby. I use the Glacier connection right now and it's great. Derby would be
nice, but that's going to require cutting a lot of trees. Glacier is just fine. Being able to bike this trail
is my #1 priority for my kids safety and access to other parts of the city. Thanks

5/6/2019 9:22 AM

283

Bike skills course for 12-18 year olds would be fantastic!

5/6/2019 8:52 AM

284

The Cedar Hill chip trail is an incredibly popular off-road running (and walking) route. Many running
groups (eg. Prairie Inn Harriers), running clinics (eg. Frontrunners Shelbourne), and individuals
train on the trail regularly. As a runner, I would appreciate the maintenance of the existing loop
trail, especially its inclusion of steeper hills.

5/6/2019 8:36 AM

285

The park is one of the best walking /jogging parks in Victoria.I am not in favour of adding any more
bike paths within the park.Cyclists using the East/West path past the clubhouse rarely dismount
and often speed by unanouced. The signage is poor, and some cyclists are using the north south
chip trail, as the tire tracks can be seen in the chips. PLEASE... NO MORE BIKE PATHS in the
park.

5/6/2019 6:28 AM
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I find it awkward to ‘rank’ options without the costs.... and even more importantly who pays the
capital and who pays the operating costs... you are getting close to taxpayer ‘revolt’ despite you
council members ‘willingness’ to defend ‘radical’ tax increases

5/5/2019 5:09 PM

287

Include disc golf course

5/5/2019 3:42 PM

288

I believe that bikes should NOT be allowed on the chip trail as many cyclists use the trails as
speedways, with little regard for pedestrians. If the goal is to have as many people remaining
active as possible, then there are far more walkers than cyclists. Many seniors and other walkers
feel threatened by fast bikers and therefore are discouraged from using the trails if bikers are
present. So the few bikers destroy it for the many walkers. Local area seniors not going for their
walks could also lead to greater social isolation for this group. Since the Derby corridor went in
cycling has also increased on the chip trail..this should be stopped. I personally was almost hit by
a speeding cyclist coming down the McRae hill to the Rec Centre at warp speed. There were many
witnesses in the gym that told me just how close he came and just how fast he was going. The
walkers are mostlyfrom the neighbourhood and CHP is their local park, the commuter cyclists, are
simply using the park as a pass through on their commute without much attachment to the
neighbourhood or the park. The chip trail used to be posted on the website as not for cycling use,
please reinstate this no cycling condition for the perimeter chip trail and sign the trail as such.
(excluding the Derby connector). CHP has great natural green spaces, I see no need for putting
more man made structures in the park. Kudos to Pulling Together on their work to reduce the
invasive plants in the park. Also off lease dogs are an ongoing issue, any chance of seeing
stepped up enforcement?

5/5/2019 12:54 PM

289

My #1 priority is to improve the Derby east/west trail. This is an important route for cyclists, which
can allow a considerable reduction in distance travelled and avoidance of hills. Ideally there should
be a separate pedestrian and cycling path. It should be paved with improved drainage, as it is now
a sloppy, muddy mess during much of the winter.

5/5/2019 11:47 AM

290

It would be great if there was disc golf course!

5/5/2019 8:28 AM

291

More uses for golf course area! Disc golf please! And enforce on leash rules... too many off leash
dogs with no recall.

5/5/2019 8:00 AM

292

Outdoor recreation facilities for ALL ages. Let offer alternatives to screen time!

5/5/2019 7:33 AM

293

A disc golf course should be considered in this plan

5/5/2019 6:43 AM

294

Please consider rapidly growing non-traditional sports and activities in the plan, particularly
recreation activities for youth and adults. Frisbee golf, ultimate, mountain biking among the
foremost. Opportunities for these activities require driving, limiting access. These users generally
do not represent themselves well in these surveys as we are very busy working families. Consider
reducing or modifying the golf area to accommodate a frisbee golf course along or among the
traditional golf (Layritiz is great, but it's too far away). A bike park is great, but a circum-park
separate bike trail with optional features would make it a mecca (and keep pedestrian trail
safer/calmer). An inner city park like this should focus on serving those with limited transportation
options and not on low-density sports (golf) or natural areas. Keep the density in the city, preserve
nature outside of it (although I'm very supportive of natural areas otherwise, a golf course is not
natural). Thanks!

5/5/2019 12:31 AM

295

Please build some significant bike skills areas with 3 levels of challenge. The community center
should provide bikes and helmets for rent. Cycling should be encouraged. Saanich is too carcentric. Youth deserve dedicated spaces! Their parents pay taxes too. Please get feedback from
middle and high school students on the plans before finalizing. They are the future! Please host a
consultation outside next time with a bbq so families can eat and play and parents can complete
the survey.

5/4/2019 11:27 PM

296

More amenities for youth less for old people, this town is governed by old people. There is a babby
boom right now and we need to get kids outside.

5/4/2019 8:52 PM

297

We would love to see a bike park like the one in Sooke or North Saanich not similar to Cecelia
Park. Cecelia Reveen is more basic and doesn't seem like it was made by people who have a
passion for dirt jumping or mountain biking. Really liked the photo of the Powell River jump park. It
would be wonderful to see a bike park here for the great youth of our community.

5/4/2019 5:03 PM

298

Please see response to 21 and move it to this section.

5/4/2019 4:41 PM

299

Regarding a plan to develop a paved divided N/S bike route / pedestrian path, this is not desirable
or necessary in my opinion. I would not like to see the loss of any greenspace or plants. Widening
the path would eliminate wooded area. I've always found bikers on the trail to be respectful of
walkers. I have seen issues on paved divided paths in others places in the CRD as bikes tend to
travel as higher speeds and can be intimidating for walkers and dogs.

5/4/2019 4:39 PM

300

Improve signage so it's more clear where cycling is allowed/not allowed.

5/4/2019 3:42 PM

301

Consider placing some exercise equipment in random places around the trail (but near the trail) we currently see a large number of people using a now dead tree as a chin-up bar.

5/4/2019 3:19 PM

302

It would be great to see some outdoor tennis courts built there.

5/4/2019 1:28 PM

303

Bike skills park would be amazing

5/4/2019 11:29 AM

304

Please built a bike skills area that is accessible to everyone.

5/4/2019 10:05 AM

305

A north south bike path could easily use the pre-existing golf cart track

5/3/2019 7:45 PM
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